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the principal courses given in our vocational
teacher-training schools.
There the subIN THE SCHOOLS
jects which form the basis for personality
Preparation
for almost every study are given, but they are not presented
in connection with the direct development
phase of life is now being given in
of personality, but in connection with special
our schools and colleges.
Methods
used in presenting thes(e courses must be courses only. A certain course in biology
worked out from the angle of fitting stu- should be given to all teachers, regardless of
dents to meet the complex conditions of their particular vocation; a course which
gives an explanation of the principal forces
modern life.
in the plant and animal evolution. This
With the breaking down of class dis- course directly develops personality by
tinction and old social customs, there has giving a general knowledge of one's self as
come the demand that students today should connected with nature.
A co-ordinatiig
receive more ethical and moral training. course should be given in physiology to
Many views have been held by educators teachers of all subjects; a course giving a
upon the methods used in giving this train- general self-analysis of each individual teaching.
Some believe that it should be in- er as to his or her own moral and ethical
direct, and that the best results are secured principles.
Directly in connection with
by maintaining a high moral standard in all these courses should come the third basic
the work given in the schools, this being ex- study of personality, sociology. This should
pressed, or shown, in the social life of the include a general appreciation of conditions
students. Others believe that the schools which may be produced thru the social acshould provide special courses to be given tivities of individuals.
by direct methods in order that the students
The education of the child lies today
may be more able, not only to follow the almost entirely in the hands of the teachers.
standard set in other branches of learning, Little training is being given in some homes.
but that they may be better fitted to meet The child enters kindergarten at the age of
actual experiences in the life outside the six years, sometimes earlier, and from that
schools.
Educators having the latter view time until he finishes college, he is under
have organized what is known as a personality the influence of teachers on an average of
course, a new method of giving ethical and nine months each year.
The impressions
moral training in the schools. According to made upon students by teachers are the most
Dr. Thomas Bickford, who was the first to lasting ones, whether they are good or bad
organize such a course, it is a direct method impressions.
It is very essential, therefore,
of instructing students to train themselves to that teachers not only possess a knowledge
recognize their own responsibilities, and to of facts about certain subjects, but that they pospossess an attitude of tolerance, freedom, sess the power, or personality, to give these
trust, reverence, and co-operation.
Its pur- facts to the child in a way that will develop
pose is to help the student to understand the child morally as well as intellectually.
and realize the importance of self-develop- At the same time these facts are being imment. The methods used in presenting the pressed upon the minds of the students,
course differ according to the type of school other impressions are certainly being made
in which it is being given, but the primary unconsciously by the teachers. Their attipurpose remains the same in all schools.
tude toward their own work as teachers
A course in personality might be one of affects the pupils' attitude toward their work.
TEACHING PERSONALITY
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The poise and tact with which teachers con- personality as she applies it in the school
trol discipline affects the behaviors of the room. More attention should be given to
students, and develops their poise and their the effect the young teacher has on the child's
sense of proper behavior.
The manner in moral nature. Is he inspired to learn things
which teachers seem to study and reason for himself for other reasons than that it
with classes, talking things out, and fitting happens to be the lesson for the day? Are
the student's view as nearly as possible to principles of right conduct indirectly awakother views, helps them to think and reason ened in him? Are his actions developed inclearly for themselves. The teacher's neat- stinctively in a swift, sure and positive manness in appearance daily instills in the stu- ner?
dents an appreciation for correct dress.
Less emphasis should be placed upon the
Their sense of humor as they show it in subject matter to be given by set rules or
laughing with their pupils instead of at lesson plans. It is well to have the teacher
them, and their self-control in not laugh- organize her lesson before she teaches it, but
ing when it is not proper to laugh, develops the supervisor should not forget this plan and
a wholesome and indispensable sense of hu- judge the teachers' qualities which stimulate
mor. The way in which they take a part the actions and efforts of her pupils. Natin the student's activities outside the class uralness of manner, neatness, a pleasat voice,
rooms unconsciously teaches co-operation and pleasing facial expression, good diction, modgood sportsmanship. The part they take in esty, tact, and courtesy include the principal
the religious life of their students, and in external traits, by means of which the stuthe community, may inspire either careless- dents decide almost immediately whether
ness, or a decided devotional spirit, or sense they like or dislike the teacher. Upon these
of reverence.
Teachers who possess such things the supervisor should first of all lay
characteristics as these have what is called her largest amount of criticism, for affectagood personalities. A child is born with certain tion, egotism, carelessness of dress or manner,
instincts which may be guided in almost any and rudeness, never fail to turn the students
direction, and it is the teacher's work to lay against the teacher, and to interfere with their
the proper foundations for higher ideals in progress and development.
ethical and moral training.
The following is a scoring chart used by
The supervisors of student teaching have supervisors to locate their own strong and
a wonderful opportunity for using direct weak points, and to help them in their supermethods of instruction in personality. Their vision work. The chart was obtained from
business is to make criticisms of student teach- "Personality Culture by College Faculties,"
ing ability, and herein lies the opportunity by David R. Berg, published by the Institute
of giving the teacher a daily analysis of her of Public Service, New York.
PERSONALITY CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TEACHER
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Pleasing
Courteous
Cheerful
Industrious
Sympathetic
Enthusiastic
Dignified
Well Bred (polite)
Tactful
Stimulating
Humorous
Encouraging
Scholarly
Resourceful
Systematic
Strict
Wins Co-operation
Self Controlled
Ambitious
Teachable

very
very
very
very
very
very
very
very
very
very
very
very
very
very
very
very
very
very
very
very

tolerably
moderately
moderately
tolerably
moderately
tolerably
tolerably
acceptably
tolerably
moderately
moderately
moderately
fair
fair
tolerably
moderately
fair
moderately
not :yet
with d fficulty

unpleasing
little
little
lazy
unsympathetic
little
little
"on the way"
blundering
lacking
discouraging
too technical
unrespectful
unrespectful
lax
antagonizes
little
lacking
little
doubtful

displeasing
discourteous
gloomy, sullen
unkind
lacking
undignified
ill mannered
lacking
nagging
unscholarly
no imagination
irritable
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Many articles have been published recently upon the subject of ethical and moral
training, insisting upon the great need for
such training in our schools. In a recent
artice in "School and Society," vol. XVI,
pp. 95-99, July 22, 1922, Dean Russell, of
Teachers College, Columbia University,
writes as follows:
"A survey of American education does
not disclose much evidence of a controlling
desire to promote patriotic service—indeed,
if one were to confine one's attitude to the
work of the schools, particularly of the
public schools, where, if anywhere, one
migh expect to find the most direct efforts
toward teaching the duties of citizjenship,
surprise and disappointment would follow.
Teachers there are in great numbers, who
see the future man or woman in their pupils,
and who labor unceasingly to fortify them
against their day of need; but the test that
passes pupils from grade to grade does not
take into account growth in character and
moral strength.
The work of teachers is judged principally
by what their pupils know.
The virtues
and vices of our future citizens are a sealed
book which our educational authorities do
not open to inspection. The state seems to
have overlooked the fact that intellectual
power is as great an asset to the crooks as to
the honest man.
Public safety, therefore,
calls for more than the public schools are
officially encouraged to give."
Only a very few of our schools are now
giving work even in that phase of a Personality Course which might be called Personality Analysis. According to David R.
Berger and others, however, this work has
offered quite a valuable method of judging
capacity at Carnegie Institute of Technology, and at Cincinnati Engineering College.
The educational department of
Minnesota, thru personality analysis, notes
each instructor's aptitudes, the kind of student attracted, his reputation for teaching
with faculty and students, and whether he
is a high or low ranker. Pratt Institute
requires from each instructor for each student a personality impression with a list of
strong and weak points. 1 Miami .University's president keeps a character and personality record of each student.
Higher

177

education will undoubtedly search for able
instructors among successful teachers of
strong personalities in secondary and public
schools systems. Whenever efficiency and
leadership are required in personality, there
will be found the most successful men and
women. If we want to increase the supply
of adequately prepared teachers, we must
make our teacher training institutions a place
of personality as well as learning.
Direct training in moral and ethical education is being given in a few of our elementary and high schools in courses called
"Mental Hygeiene", "Manners", etc. Such
courses have proved very successful in leading high schools in New York City, for example; the Evander Childs, the Washington
Irving, the Wadleigh and the Morris high
schools.
The following plan of the course1 in
"Mental Hygeine" as it is given in the Evander Child High School shows a successful
method presenting a large part of a Personality Course in high schools.
Mental Hygiene
(Eacli of the topics covers one week's
work; one period per week.)
1. First. Introduction: True consciousness.
2. Second. Existence of self as mental and
spiritual rather than physical.
3. Nervous system as physical basis for hahit
formation. Control of nerves necessary
for self-control which produces clear thinking, poise, etc.
4. Habits:
Listing of beneficial and injurious habits. Relation of habits to success.
Laboratory work and individual reports of
personal habits.
5. Optimistic and helpful beliefs, and their
effects. Experiments.
6. Superstition: Errors thru lack of principle. Group and individual superstition;
Social problems associated.
Personality
development thru the teaching of right principles.
7. Mental and physical courses for inefficiency. Mental tests, comparisons, and results.
1A course obtained from Dr. Paul B. Mann,
of the Evander Childs High School.
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8. Relation of food to mental state and to
general health. Failures in life not
due to lack of ability so much as to lack
of right aims and ideals. Latter affected
by mental condition.
9. Influence of good citizenship.
Course Bibliography
J. McCunn
The Making of Character
William Matthews
Conquering Success
Samuel Smiles
Sqlf-Helps
A Payson Call
Every Day Living
John Dewey
How We Think
Helen Keller
The Story of My Life
Aaron M. Cran
Right and Wrong
Thinking and Their Results
J. H. Randall
The Culture of Personality
W. H, Thompson
Brains and Personality
The Personality Course, as it is given
in some of our preparatory schools and colleges, is influenced by and taught primarily
from the cultural and social viewpoint. The
basic studies, Biology, Pisychology, and Sociology, however, are taught with the same
fundamental object of giving a true background for personality, just as they should be
given in the course for the training of teachers.
The first Personality Course was introduced in 1907 at Sea Pines School of Personality, Brewster, Mass., by Dr. Thomas
Bickford, founder of the school.
This
course was outlined, as he said, for the purpose of helping the student to form a helpful
and practical philosophy of life; to discover
and to choose the things that really stand for
usefulness and happiness; to work for greater
and better things; to understand selfdevelopment, both as an educational principle and as a scientific monument of the
times. The following is a plan of the two
courses in Personality now given in this
school.
Course 7. (College Preparatory)
The following subjects, included under
Personality Practice, are arranged for all
students each year in the Preparatory Department.
Personality Practice
Personality Discussion, 1 period weekly.
Hygiene (Mental and Physical), 1 p. weekly.
Personal Accounting, 1 period weekly.
Current Events, 1 period weekly.
Physical and mental hyg'ene is the first
rule of Personality Practice, and is required
for graduation.
The High School Diploma
of Personality' Prlact'ee is awarded at the

[Vol. 5, No. T

close of five years to students having done
creditable work in Personality Practice and
in English, Latin, French, Spanish, History,
Science and Mathematics, providing the students have satisfactorily developed themselves
physically and spiritually, as well as Intellectually.
The following is a syllabus of Personality
Discussion:
a Self-pictures, self-surveys
h Introduction to
1 Hygiene
2 Ethics
3 Etiquette
0 Report on personal progress in hygiene,
posture, character, and manners.
d Points of the Red Ribbon symbol of directed effort, which is bestowed at Chapel
Exercises.
1. Loyality and Sincerity.
2. Effort.
3 Atmosphere.
4. Hygiene and Posture.
5. Good Judgment.
6. Courage and Education.
7. Self-Control.
8. Punctuality.
9. Etiquette.
10. Personal Appearance.
11. Good English.
12. System.
13. Initiative.
e Spiritual Development.
f Devotion to educational work.
Course II. {Advanced Course in
Personality Theory)
(Open only to high school graduates or
those having had equivalent education. Only
healthy, young students, with already established right principles of physical and mental hygiene, are sufficiently equipped for this
course, and only earnest students of recognized
ablh'ty are to be considered. The course will
benefit those who are thoroughly ambitious to
cultivate a broad efficiency based upon selfknowledge and a definite purpose.)
а. Biology, a basic subject to give a fundamental understanding of organic development.
б. Principles of evolution applied to individual and social growth in the study of
Psychology and Sociology.
c. Personality Synthesis applied to applications of laws to promote the personal development, the efficiency and social consciousnss of each student.
d. Means providing practical equipment
in vocations, in service, and in personal' influence, that its graduates may be women who
have already recognized and graciously assum-
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son and Mabel C. Bush, Wisconsin State Deed responsibility.
A diploma of Personality Theory is award- partment of Public Instruction, The Journal
ed after a completion of two summer sessions of Educational Method, March 1924.
"A Restatement of Important Educational
in this work, and other cultural subjects.
Conceptions of Dewey in the Terminology of
These courses have proved successful as Thorndike," by Laura Merrill Chassell and
part of the curriculum in this preparatory Clara Frances Chassell, The Journal of Eduschool, and have shown that ethical and cational Method, March 1924.
"Culture, Genuine and Spurious" by E. Samoral training can be taught effectually, by
this direct method of instruction. Schools pir, American Journal of Sociology, January
having a Personality Course in their curri- 1924.
"Out of Nothing Into Somewhere," by Zona
culum have the new spirit in education, Gale,
The English Journal, March 1924.
which is the desire to teach things as they
"Are Public Schools Fulfilling Their Misactually are, and to express them thru self- sions?" A Symposium of Opinion by Leaders
criticism of purposes and results in educa- in Thought and Action, by Lynn H. Hough,
Sidney Morse and Dr. Payton Smith, The Amertion.
ican Educational Digest, February, 1923.
Bibliography
Edna Scott Draper
Part I. (Books Used in the Content of
Bickford Personality Course)
PATRIOTISM
W. Hanna Thompson ..Brain and Personality
J. H. Randall
The Culture of Personality A CARTOON not long ago represented
Joseph H. Coffin. .Personality in the Making
Uncle Sam as shaking a college proW. D. Hyde
Self Measurement
fessor by the neck and advising him
T. Troward..The Creative Process in the Individual.
to teach patriotism.
Scattered around, as
J. H. Snowden
The Personality of God though disgorged from the professor* s pockH. Splllman. .Studies in Personality Devel- ets, lay tracts on altruism, idealism, pacifopment. .
Bliss Carman.... The Making of Personality ism and other taboo subjects, which the sinAfter
John Dewey
How We Think ner had evidently been teaching.
T. C. Haddock
Power of Will seeing this cartoon a.r high school teacher in
W. J. Jordan
Kingship of Self-Control Michigan asked a hundred jurors to write
Earle Purinton
Efficient Living
O. S. Marden
The Optimistic Life down what they understood by patriotism.
Christian Larson
Mastery of Self The answers, as he discovered to his surprise,
J. McCunn
The Making of Character were much alike. Patriotism! was defined,
H. Addington Bruce. .Nerve Control and How first in general terms, such as "love of counto Give It.
T. B. Washington
Character Building try," "my contury right or wrong." Almost
Keith J. Thomas
Personal Power invariably, however, the youthful writers
Herbert E. Law.The Power of Mental Demand went on to say that "love of country" or
Richard Cabot
What Men Live By "loyalty to the flag" is shown by "willingAaron M. Crane
Right and Wrong Thinkness to die in time of War," enlisting without
ing and Their Results.
Chas. M. Schwab
Succeeding With What being drafted,""fighting those who insult our
flag," "going to citizens' training camp in
What You Have.
Henry C. King
Human and Divine summer," or "sewing for the soldiers."
Scarcely one thought of service for country
Part II. (Books and Articles Favoring
in
other than military terms.
Personality Courses)
Recent events lend weight to the suspicion
Samuel Smiles
..Self Helps
George Herbert Palmer... .Ethical and Moral that patriotism is rather generally conceived
in this fashion. The average American,
Instruction in Schools.
David E. Berg... .Personality Culture by Col- whether high school student or editor of a city
lege Faculties
daily, seems to regard his country as a sort
Wm. Matthews
Conquering Success of prize fighter whose chief virtue lies in
his ability to whip all comers. The flag,
Further Readings
instead of a symbol of liberty of conscience
"The Leadership of Personality" by John
W. Wayland, Rormal Bulletin, Harrisonburg, and justice for all, comes to be thought of as
a kind of pugilistic belt, worn by the heavyVa., 1916.
"The Supervisor at Work," by J. C. Ander- weigt champion among the nationalistic!
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scrappers.
And patriotism thus becomes
mixed up with the preservation of fighting
form and the recognition of the championship symbol. Should some inquiring reporter
ask a hundred Americans this fourth of July
what they consider patriotism to be, an overwhelming majority of them would reply in
words not essentially different from those of
the Michigan school children.
And yet, if there is any one thing clear
in the present condition of our national life,
it is that this conception of patriotism is
pitifully inadequate. We are just lurching
with infinite pain, out from the revelations
of a scandalous period in our governmental
administration. In fact, we are not yet out
of that mess, for there are still plenty of
people and plenty! of powerful institutions
intent upon putting over the idea that nothing
of any great moment has been disclosed, that
such slight irregularities as may have been
discovered might better have been glossed
over, and that really the whole business has
been much ado about nothing.
Through
it all, it is of importance to note that the
folks who have been caught with the boodle
and the folks who have sought to belittle this
betrayal of trust have been the sort of folks
who march in the front ranks of the fife and
drum corps brand of patriots. The effort to
choke off the examination of the attorney
general's office, we should remember, began
with the assertion that the chief examiner
was not a patriot.
There are few virtues outwardly more
appealing than loyalty to country. It may
not be the fashion to quote Walter Scott any
more, but most of us will agree with the
Scotch bard's judgment on the "man with
soul so dead" who does not love his native
land supremely.
But when such a sacred
emotion is twisted into a false sort of fetish
worship that would blind us to evil at home
and make us provocatively belligerent in our
attitude toward all the rest of the world,
then it is time for the thinking American to
cry a halt upon those who would bring this
to pass. Patriotism is too fine to allow it to
be stolen by the jingo or made the screen
behind which the exploiter carries out his
selfish designs. We need to keep insisting
upon the true connotations of the idea, else
we will awaken in some future day to find
ourselves robbed at home and ruined abroad.

[Vol. 5, No. 7

Theodore Roosevelt—whose standing as
an authority even the most insistent of the
flag-wavers will admit— saw clearly of what
sort the dangers .are that true patriotism
must face within the nation. "Moreover,
as men ever find, whether in the tiniest frontier community or in the vastest and most
highly organized and complex society, their
worst foes were in their bosoms—dissensions,
distrust, the inability of some to work and
the unwillingness of others, jealousy, arrogance and envy, folly and laziness."
And
a patriotism that does not place first the determination to keep the internal national life
dean and just and noble is hardly a patriotism at all.
Turn then to the contacts of the nation
with other nations and you are in the realm
out of which most of our popular and unsatisfactory ideas of patriotism have sprung.
In the early days of the American revolution the colonists, in their desire for a flag,
raised one that depicted a rattlesnake poised
to strike, with the motto, "Don't tread on
me!" Too many are sedulously cultivating
that as a patriotic notion of America's attitude toward the rest of mankind after a
hundred and fifty years of unparalleled
national development. And in September, we
are told, every man, woman and child in the
country, every factory, every hospital, every
school, is to be rushed through a day of military mobilization, just as an object lesson to
the rest of the world. One can hear the
rattles: "Don't tread on me."
A strange mood, this, in which to meet
our fellowmen in this generation. Our secretary of state gravely assures us that we are
in less danger of attack than at any previous
time in our history, yet, to prove the quality of our patriotism, we insist upon showing
how quickly we can strip off coat and shirt
and assume the proper pugilistic crouch.
And what a travesty it all is of the very
world order of our times! The "don't tread
on me" flag came out of a period when the
latest event in political ideas was the discovery of the possibility of independence.
The world had just felt its way along with
the weariness of centuries of thought and
experiment, to that stage.
Our fathers
were quick to greet it, and launched the
American revolution on the strength of the
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new conception.
The French revolution
followed.
The revolt of the Spanish colonies in South America came hard after.
And so on, through most of the nineteenth
century. There are still parts of the world
where the word independence is coming as
a new gospel. And there are still plenty of
people who think it represents the last word
in political idealism and wisdom.
Of course, the truth is that the nations
have passed on from the era of independence
to that of interdependence. We still thrill
to the former word, and will for generations
to come. It will still be cause of public outcry a century hence if one so much as hints
that this country is not to be "free and independent." But, to any one who deals in
realities, it is already clear that independence
has become a very strictly circumscribed commodity. Whether we like it or not, we are
not, in reality, independent. We are interdependent. The central part of Europe cannot be reduced to anarchy without having
the effects felt on the wheat plains of Nebraska. The members of a/ great race in
Asia cannot feel themselves insulted and outraged without affecting the wages of the
loom-tenders
of
Massachusetts.
The
scientists and the inventors seem leagued to
bring us together with almost terrifying
speed.
Thrust, thus, in upon one another,
our salvation depends upon our ability to
find some means of mutual accommodation
and co-operation.
An enlightened selfinterest bids us make our contacts with other
peoples as mutually agreeable as they can
be made.
It is in the face of such a world situation
as this that the jingo would insist upon a
type of patriotism expressed in terms of a
big fleet, new naval bases, an enlarged army,
a populace enrolled for military service, all
the resources of a country ostensibly seeking
to live by trade so organized, that, at a moment's notice, they can be revealed as potentialities of war. Wave the flag above this;
talk vaguely about a hypothetical danger of
attack; damn the peace-seekers, and this, the
jingoes asure us, is patriotism. This is the
proper spirit for the republic that came into
being in Independence Hall one hundred and
forty eight years ago. If it be, it bears a
much closer resemblance to the atmosphere of
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the Prussia of Wilhelm II. than to the spirit
of any America our fathers ever knew. And
it offers a needless and gratuitous evidence
of lack of confidence in our neighbors at the
very time when it is becoming clear that we
must live with them on increasingly intimate terms.
Two dozen families, more or less, occupy
the house in one block. In the very center
lives the Sampson family, the wealthiest and
one of the largest families in the neighborhood. The rest of the residents have their
troubles, but they are learning, as the
community grows older, to get along together. The Samsons, however, are not
fitting in very well. Mrs. Samson is becoming more and more touchy about letting
any of the neighbor's children play on her
lawn or tramp through her halls. Mr. Samson loses no opportunity to let all who will
listen know what a bunch of loafers and
good-for-nothings he thinks his neighbors
are. And the Samson children spend a lot
of time yelling that theirs is the best family
on the street, and offering to whip anybody
who doubts it. Yet some of the Samsons
seem to wonder why they are not more popular !
What is the true patriotism? In the light
of conditions, both civil and international,
is it not clear that the truly patriotic course
just now is that which adds inner strength
to the nation by the cleansing of its spiritual
vision and the stiffening of its moral fibre,
at the same time, it adds strength to the
perception of a community of interest on the
part of all the nations. And that, cutting
away the husks of words and getting at the
kernel of action, means that, in this year of
opportunity, that man is the true patriot who,
by any means, helps to secure in any measure
an informed American public, ready to meet
the world with open eyes and high hearts and
resolved to co-operate with all other peoples
who so desire. For in such a resolve as this
lies most surely security and prosperity.
America has been rich in the devotions
of her sons. She needs now a new type of
devotion, to be expressed in a demand for
cleanness within and the spirit of co-operation
without.
She cannot afford to be satisfied
with a self-proclaimed devotion that concerns itself mainly with matters that are
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largely matters of ritual or have a dubious
reality. The snares that beset her, both at
home and abroad, are too menacing for her
to commit her name to the keeping of those
who can shout most loudly or who spend their
time in shaking fists at shadows. So America needs to beware lest she be fooled into
thinking that patriotism is any course of
action that plays into the hands of the jingo.
For the jingo, however he may frame his
blatancy in bunting, is just about the most
useless citizen any nation now contains. He
spends his days hunting for cheap applause,
and, like some others, he generally has his reward. But this is not a time when the country is served by such self-advertising gentry. True patriotism just now is likely to be
very quiet but go very deep.
The Christian Century

"ON" AN OLD ATTIC IN THE
VALLEY OF VIRGINIA
I WONDER whether we are not so occupied today with the modern trend of
things that we are forgetting the grand
old traditions of our Valley?
The oldfashioned things tucked away with a thousand memories of the past, of our parents,
our grand-parents and even older generations.
Let us escape for a moment from the busy
rush of this worldly life, and unearth a few
of these long-buried relics so fragrant with
the sacred memories of the dim and distant
past.
One of the most wonderful hiding places
of these time-worn treasure-troves is "on
the attic" of some ancient house of a former century. I love to climb the long steep
attic stairways and explore all the nooks and
corners to my heart's content.
There is one old, old garret that I am
never weary of visiting.
Its steep, dark
stairs gives it an added interest and likewise a bit of a thrill.
When I reach the
topmost step, I suddenly find myself in the
land of yesterday.
With awe I wander
here alone delving among the "goods and
gods" of generations who have passed beyond into new life.
One autumn day, in searching through
this dear old hoard of many ancestors,
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in a secluded nook I discovered two tall
spinning wheels and one darling little flax
wheel. I could almost see a rosy-cheeked!
girl, clad in a quaint home-woven gown,
happily spinning for her "hopexhest" on one
of these queer old wheels.
Another corner revealed an unusual
chest; firm and strong despite its age, filled
with wonderful relics of by-gone days. In
it was stored a marvelous collection of oldtime ball dresses of lawn and silk. Resting
on the prettiest one of these gowns was a
fan—once lovely, but now crumbling with
age—which some charming belle must have
carried when she wore her frilly dress.
There was another gown which fascinated
me, with its full velvet skirt, and its
tight beaded waist, high in the neck and with
close fitting sleeves.
Softly touching these charming garments,
I wondered about the girl who once wore
them. Whether she was like the girls of
now-a-day?
Whether she acted and felt
as now we do when she wore this beautiful
apparel? I was impressed that she must
have been a dark, southern beauty, with
glowing eyes, black curls and a proud mien—
a true aristocrat of the old school.
This chest contained many other articles
of clothing, bits of wedding finery, a package of old deeds and many other business
papers, all packed away with lavender and
—memories.
In this great upper chamber were many
obscure corners and recesses, and hidden away
in one of them I found a huge square box
containing an assortment of beautiful handwoven coverlets which some thrifty housewife of long ago had made with her own
skillful hands.
These ancestral tounter-1
panes had been folded away by some more
recent decendant of that diligent greatgreat grandmother.
But these attractive
coverlets were not doomed to perpetual oblivion, for they are more valued now. The girls
of to-day are resurrecting them from their
attic burial caskets and giving them places of
honor in their own pretty bed rooms and even
in their twentieth century living rooms.
This hox also contained linen table
clothes and sheets, some well woven and all
yellowed with age, but there was a certain
air of dignity about them.
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Near this box stood the very loom on
which these contents and table linen had
been woven. It was a clumsy hand-made
affair, rather crude in the construction, but
substantial, with each part fastened together
with wooden pins, not a nail could be found
in it. It was still in almost perfect condition. Spread across this loom were a few
pieces of "home-made" carpet of beautiful
pattern and I am sure it was a carpet of
which to be proud when it was new. Its
colors were faded and I could distinguish
only light and dark shades, nevertheless it
was still pretty.
Beyond the loom stood an antique walnut cupboard with heavy solid doors. It
had once been brightly varnished, but time
had mellowed its shining surface and it was
now a softer, more attractive hue.
Stowed away on the upper shelves were
old, old dishes, pewter spoons and plates,
with an array of horn-handle knives and
two-tined forks. On the lowest shelf I found
a nest of tiny mice! So the ancient cupboard
continued to be of some service to the living.
Tucked back under the eaves, to my great
joy, I discovered an antiquated melodean,
covered with the dust of ages. Reverently
I raised its cover and softly touched its
warped and yellowed keys. The old instrument gave forth a faint, sweet sound. I
could not tell whether it was a sound of
protest or gladness. So I gently closed the
lid, leaving the instrument of the distant past
to dream on of the sweet old tunes it had
breathed forth in the long ago.
Walking carefully under the low eaves
not far away I discovered dilapidated corded,
four-posted beadsteads. They had been torn
apart and pushed back out of sight, but I
succeeded in dragging out into the light the
battered parts of them.
It had been a canopied bed, or one with
curtains, and fragments of the curtains were
still clinging to the framework. I could not
help thinking how interesting it would be to
see a bed like this in a home of to-day and I
wished that history might repeat itself—
the dear history of those forgotten days of
yore and that the wonderful heirlooms
might be brought forth from their long seclusion and be used once more.
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As I was pondering over all this my
eyesf suddenly rested upon a grandfather's
clock and I forgot all else, for I love these
clocks of yesterday. Quickly I opened the
door, which had been fast closed for many,
many years, and it grated on its hinges.
Looking
within,
disappointment
overwhelmed me when I saw that the pendulum was gone and that vandal hands had
destroyed part of its delicate works.
My
happy thought had been that it might be
removed from its dismal environs to a niche
in the stairway of a modern home, but seeing
how it had been despoiled, I gave up my
attractive plan.
In this large, rambling attic I espied a
queer hair-covered trunk, studded with brass
headed nails and packed full of most interesting things. I found a book entitled "The
Ladies Keepsake," unlike anything I had
evqt seen before. Its once brilliant cover
was faded, and its gilded lettering tarnished.
On its ornamental "dedication" page was
written in ink once black, but now brown
with age, "From David to Betsy, Christmas,
1835."
It was illustrated with steel engravings and filled with "poems of love." I
learned that David and Betsy lived to celebrate their diamond wedding anniversary
which was attended by their children, grandchildren and very, very modern great great
grandchildren.
Many other ancient books were stored
there. The massive family bible with its
long record of marriages, births, and deaths.
An old copy of "Ossian" filled with notes,
"Rhymes for the Little Ones," well worn
by childish fingers,
"Lindley-Murray's
Grammar," "Webster's Blue-Back Speller."
The last two books "which made English
for many generations" were among this treasured collection. Also, a well worn "McGuffey's Third Reader," an early edition of
"Don Quixote," published in London in
1814, with many another antique book and
keepsake.
In a quaint box carefully concealed in
one corner of the trunk was the queerest
marriage certificate ever seen. At its head
were pictured cupids with their fat legs
thrust through wedding rings and below
were inscribed the names of David to Betsy,
with the date of their marriage and signed
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by the officiating clergyman; and wraped in
silk, was a pair of tiny shoes worn by the
first baby and a curl of golden hair clipped
from his head.
When I asked the dear old ladies—whose
attic I had been permitted to visit—something of the history of my enchanting discoveries, a tender look came into the gentle
eyes and a delicate flush to their faded
cheeks, as they looked back into the closed
rooms of memory, and related to me each
little story connected with their treasure
room.
Their attractive home had many of the
old-fashioned things on the lower floors as
well as on its attic.
The ladies themselves were sweetly oldfashioned and who would have them otherwise?
Were they differently surrounded
they would lose half the charm they now
possess.
While their delightful old garret is my
favorite, and is dearer to me because so many
of its treasures belonged to my ancestors,
there are several other entrancing attics
which I have had the pleasure of exploring
and I have sometimes felt like an intruder,
looking into things far too sacred for me to
see. But the owners of these precious hoards
have always appeared delighted to have me
look them over.
On one of these attics I could hardly
stand erect so low was its roof. Here were
hanging many old-time dresses and articles
of men's clothing. Among them I noticed a
long "swallow-tailed" coat, with a pocket in
one of its tails, a large hat, not owholly unlike the modern high silk hats, though somewhat wide at the i.top of its crown.
It , was
,
amusing to imagine one of my very
modern friends walking down the street
wearing this delightful old costume.
But the hoarded treasure in this attic
which interested me most were the old-books
and valentines. On the fly leaf of many
books the name of the owner was inscribed
and sometimes that of the giver, written in
quaint old penmanship. It was a pleasure
to look at the delicate handwriting of the
women of the past century, and compare it
with ours of to-day.
There were wonderful valentines stored
away in a queer hand-painted wooden-box.
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I learned that the receiver of these bits of
lace paper symbols of romance and dreams
might not want one to trespass on their sacredness, but she smilingly bade me to look
them all over, which I did gladly. As I
examined the decorations of angels and Cupids and read the little verses I became completely lost in the past and I, myself, was the
one to whom these valentines had been sent,
and my heart realy thrilled over some of
those love messages rarely sent to a prosaic
twentieth century girl.
In another splendid old attic I discovered hidden away in an old trunk a shawl that
once belonged to a woman of long-ago of
whom I had known. At my first glimpse
the profane thought entered my mind "what
a lovely modern garment could be made
from it for a girl of to-day"—but later, when
I learned its remarkable history, I was then
content to let it rest, undesecrated, with its
hallowed memories.
A venerable horse-hair sofa with its carved back, cast a shadow over one corner of
the attic, and several leather picture
frames lay on the floor. Close behind these
frames were three old daguerreotypes.
These fine old pictures were dimmed but
some of the subjects were yet discernable.
High up, on a nail driven into a rafter,
hung a lantern of Revolutionary days. Its
sides were made of tin which were pierced
in queer designs and through which the light
was supposed to shine. On the inside was a
round piece of tin in which to insert a candle. On the top of the lantern was a huge
ring by which it was carried.
There are many other interesting things
preserved elsewhere than "on the attic." In
one lovely valley home I saw a rare antique
"bake oven". The modern house wife had
it in her back yard, and she informed me
that when she had an unusually large
amount of baking to do she used this queer
oven.
Through the Shenandoah Valley, little
stone or wooden spring houses are not unusual.
The milk is kept sweet and the
butter cool in these "cold water" refrigerators, which are rivals of the patent affairs
in some of our homes.
Then frequently I have seen an old
"mounting stile" attached to the yard fence
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of some old home. Here the lass of long ago
gracefully mounted her prancing horse, not
at all impeded by the flowing skirts of her
riding habit.
All these delightsome things which I
found "on the attics" and about our Valley
homes are holy reminders of days gone by.
If we could only capture these priceless
fragments of a revered past, and keep them
forever and ever, what a joy it would be, the
blessed old-time dreams and fancies and
dresses and manners of long ago.
The letters, the books and the hopes of
yesterday!
Is it not the fragrance of reminiscence which haunts them and renders
them more than sweet?
Rebecca Spitzer.
THE TEACHING OF CLASSICAL LANGUAGES
Recommendations of the survey committee of the American Clasr
sical League, recently 5n session in
Washington, are reported in the New York
Evening Post as follows:
The recommendations contained in a
report to be published in a 350-page book
next autumn, are the result of an exhaustive
investigation conducted by leading educators
of the country, with the cooperation of Fed"
eral and private organizations. The object
of the research was "to discover our faults
and improve our teaching methods."
One of the principal recommendations
made is an increase in the number of Latin
teachers for secondary schools.
It is also
suggested that the study of Latin, Greek and
English or modern foreign languages be more
closely correlated and that the secondary
education be started two years earlier.
Need for Latin Teachers
So great has the revival of interest
in the study of Latin in the secondary schools
become since the World War that the future
educational usefulness of Latfln is largely
dependent on finding means to supply the
present and growing need of properly trained
teachers, the report points out. A second
important factor revealed in the present unsatisfactory situation is the imperfect arrange-
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ment of the Latin course as now generally
found in the secondary schools.
''The amount of material now included
in the course is too large to be well taught
within the time available and is not as suitably adapted as it should be and might be to
the successive stages of progress of the pupils," continues the report.
Even more important, it is said, is the
character of the teaching, and "facilities for
this purpose, though somewhat more numerous recently, are utterly insufficient to
meet the general need for training prospective teachers and for improving the training of our present body of teachers as well.
There is plenty of evidence to show that the
demand for Latin teachers, especially for
better trained Latin teachers, is increasing
rapidly and that the supply is so inadequate
as to warrant deep anxiety."
Praise Results Under Handicaps
Another side to thej picture "which is
most gratifying to contemplate," is the fine
results, obtained even under handicaps of the
present system. It is pointed out that "in the
record of the College Entrance Examination
Board of the whole country for ten consecutive years 1914-1923 Latin stands near the
head of the list, practically tied with French
for second place and surpassed by Greek,
which ranks first. It has the highest average
record among the four subjects which have
the largest enrollment of pupils."
It is further stated in this connection
that "in so far as Latin and non-Latin pupils
of admittedly equal initial ability have been
tested experimentally in subjects outside of
Latin, the Latin pupils usually make the
better record."
While the rapid increase since the war
in the enrollment of Latin students, to the
extent that the "number of pupils in Latin
is now a little greater than the combined number of pupils enrolled in any or all other foreign
languages," ,5s regarded as highly ancouraging in that "the supply of Latin teachers,
whether adequately or inadequately trained,
is very insufficient and that small provision
is made for training Latin teachers.''
Training Apt Pupils Urged
Only one means to improve the situation
lies within the power of present teachers, it
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is said, and that is for secondary schools and
college teachers and professors to be on the
alert for "bright students with presumable
aptitudes for teaching."
These students
should be encouraged to look forward to the
classical career and should be guided in their
studies to this end.
In contrast with the interest shown in
Latin, the report says, "the enrollment in
Greek is so small as to cause deep concern."
The results in Greek, however, "are demonstraby and notably better than in any other
subject in the academic secondary school
course."
Regret is expressed that provision for the
study of Greek is found in comparatively few
secondary schools throughout the 'country.
It is pointed out that Spanish is provided in
thirty times as many public high schools as
teach Greek, and is commonly acceptable as
equivalent to Greek for admission to college.
With regard to the growing number of
colleges which offer elementary courses in
Greek, it is said "this work probably belongs
in school and not in college and reduces the
power of the colleges to go ahead with college work for all students taking Greek in
college.
Study of Greek Favored
"We are not asking that pupils in our
schools be compelled to study Greek,! but
that all who are fit for the study shall have
the unhindered and really encouraging chance
to take it. This good chance is not provided
now.
"It is notorious that "the line of least
resistance" is now being followed by crowds
of students who seek the easier way through
school and college."
The proposal is made that teachers of
Latin should be trained to know Greek also
and that full provision should be made to
insure this result as soon as possible. "It
will give us better teachers of Latin and
will also provide for the training of Greek
in many places where for economic reasons
a separate teacher cannot be allowed for each
language."
A large aspect of the question is the intimate relation of English to Latin and of
Latin to Greek, which "offers valuable
opportunities for teaching the three lan-
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guages in much closer connection than is
effected at present." It is pointed out that
in the French secondary schools, or lycees,
French, Latin and Greek are regularly
taught by one teacher.
If this correlation is brought about "we
we may confidently expect that there will be
less scattering and resultant waste in our
teaching and that better progress will be
made by our pupils.
"A similar comity in teaching should also
be favored in respect to the modern foreign
lauguages," the report points out.
"The
intimacy of French, Spanish and Latin is
so close as to promise excellent results from
co-operative or combined teaching."
Pointing out that there are nearly 50,000
teachers of foreign languages, classical and
modern, in the schools and a much larger
number of teachers of English, the report
concludes that "the more the spirit of cooperation spreads among the teachers of all
these languages, the more surely we may expect richer results in each language taught."
Preliminary to recommending that the
secondary school course be increased to six
years by beginning two years earlier, the
report urges that the study of Latin be extended from four years to six years, also by
starting two years earlier.
"By beginning two years sooner and continuing the study for two years longer than
in present four-year course, it will be practicable to develop more deeply-rooted habits
of accuracy and thoroughness, a larger reading of authors and greater facility in the
reading and broader appreciation of the
literary and historical influences flowing from
the subject. It will also furnish those who go
to college greater power to read college
Latin with certainty and thus the opportunity to gain a larger first-hand acquaintance with Latin literature."
The warning is made that the six year
course should not be broken into two loosely
connected or disjointed three-year units. The
investigators state that "the value of longer
continuity in leading secondary school studies
is commonly admitted, though not always
appreciated.
"It is sometimes erroneously supposed
that each successive year of progress in a
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study is almost or altogether equal and is
somewhat like piling blocks of the same
size and shape on top of one another. This
overlooks the two facts that the maturity
of pupils ordinarily increases each year and
that the results coming from a fairly well
taught study are cumulative, so that for both
reasons each succeeding year is usually more
worth while than the year before it.

year junior and the three-year senior high
schools.''

Each Years Work Cumulative

"The secondary school, and not the university, is now the strategic center from
which to attack the whole problem of re"
constructing American academic education.
England, France and Italy have already
found this to be true in their educational
reconstruction following the (World War.
This method for solving the whole problem
is clear and it is most important that it shall
be followed.

"Each added year thus represents the addition not of an equal but of a larger volume.
It is not like the lengthening of a tube, but
like the expansion of a cone—each following
year starting with a larger basal-area.
The investigators declare that not only
should the four-year term of secondary education be extended downward to two
years, but that the reconstruction of American, academic education should begin with
the secondary school. The four-year school
"does not begin soon enough and does not
last long enough" for properly developing
the secondary education.
"Ours is the only important nation in
the western civilized world which allows
secondary education to begin so ilate and
contents itself generally with_ only four
years.
This largely accounts for the undoubted fact, noted again and again by those
who have studied the situation, that our
boys and girls at the end of their secondary
schooling are practically two years behind
those who are of about the same age on finishing their secondary education in other
leading countries.
This is a great public
loss.
"The history of our schools shows that
the four-year term is due largely to the fact
that our elementary schools were organized to conform to the Prussian volkschulen.
This was a mistake, as the volkschulen were
intended for children who were not to go
further with their education.
Three-year junior high schools which are
springing up are beginning to meet the
emergency, the report says. The most
serious factors in the new situation noted
are "the general lack of teachers trained to
do secondary school work and the absence
of satisfactory correlation between the three-

This development of a well-planned sixyear secondary education "has a far larger
significance than the proper development of
Latin or of any other individual study. It
presents the one available opportunity for
putting our whole secondary academic education on a satisfactory basis.

"If the principle of sufficient continuity
in separate leading studies is consistently
followed, it will naturally lead to adopting
the correlative principle of coherence as regulative for arranging studies when taken together, whether concurrently or in sequence.
"If the two principles are followed steadily and clearly, the work of rationally organizing all our academic studies, both
secondary and higher, will be well started
on the way to complete accomplishment/'

GIFTED CHILDREN IN AMERICAN
PUBLIC SCHOOLS
The typical gifted child in the American
public school has already mastered the subject matter more than 35 per cent beyond
the standards for his age, but this progress
through the schools has actually been
hastened only 14 per cent, according to Guy
M. Whipple, professor of experimental education, Univiersity of Michigan. To find
out what is done for gifted children, the
National Society for the Study of Education
two years ago appointed a committee on the
educaton of gifted children. The work of
the committee is summarized in the Yearbook of more than 400 pages recently issued
by the society.
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THE DAY NURSERIES IN
VIRGINIA
The day nursery provides a place where
children are cared for during the day while
the mother works away from home. Some
idea of the character of the typical day nursery is to be had from the statement of essential minimum standards, as arranged by
C. C. Carstens, Director of Child Welfare
League of America, and approved by the
Association of Day Nurseries of New York
Qty.
Essential Standards of a Day Nursery
1. Hygienic plumbing.
2. Walls, ceilings, floors must be finished
so as to be washable.
3. Examination of child by physician before entrance.
4. Examination of children by physician
once a month, stripped if possible.
5. Daily examination of each child by Matron or Superintendent before admisv
sion to nursery.
6. Investigation of cases before entrance.
7. Continued investigation of cases where
exceptional.
8. All children must be given two meals
a day.
9. Dietary recommended by Federation
should be used.
10. All children should wear nursery
aprons, and infants should be dressed
in nursery clothes where possible.
11. The clothes of each child should be hung
in a "well ventilated closet far enough
apart to avoid contact.
(Mess bags
recommended.)
12. Separate towels, spoons, etc., for each
child obligatory.
13. Only eight infants or sixteen runabouts
should be under the care of one attendant. A kindergarten teacher should
have an assistant for more than twentyfive children.
14. Simple records of each child must be
kept. Annual reports should be printed
following suggestions of the Federation.
Purpose and Work
While the purpose of the day nursery
is primarily to care for the children during
the day, it reaches out and spreads its in-
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fluence into the homes of the children. One
of the best ways to approach the mother is
through the child's health. Here the nursery has an opportunity to teach both by
word and example. Hie child's health is
a problem of first importance.
The children are examined every morning by the
nurse and once a month by a doctor, or oftener
if necessary. Often the mother is suffering
from the neglect of fundamental health
principles and when she is shown the principles which underlie the health of her child,
she may learn to apply them to herself.
The other vital subject, which is not so
easy to approach, is that of discipline, but
this ties up very closely with the problem of
regular hours and proper nutrition for the
child.
The nursery keeps in touch with the
mothers by making it a point that nurses
shall talk with mothers when they bring the
children, and by having special programs for
the mothers. Some of the nurseries have
mothers' classes which meet once a week.
Here the others are taught the fundamentals
of child care, and, if they are foreign moth"
ers, they are taught English also.
There are other problems besides those
of health and discipline, which must be considered most carefully. Dr. Chas. R. Lambert, of Columbia University, has put it
aptly, "The bulk of human suffering does not
come from bruises, broken bones or infections. Those are things that hurt least.
What hurts from the cradle to the grave is
wanting and not getting, unfulfilled ambitions and wishes on one hand, and no oppor
tunities to attain them on the other. That
is the gap that sometimes hurts and leads to
moods and grouches in all ages and with
men and women. It all comes to the question of how the individual learns to adjust
his life to his surroundings."
Some children do not naturally drop their
offending ways and if they can be taken
early, they can be controlled and saved from
suffering. This problem of human adjustment is considered most carefully by the
nursery director, or person in charge, and
every effort is made to bring the child into
harmony with society and with itself.
The plan of work depends to a certain
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Qase No.

Address

Accepted
Refused .
SPECIAL INVESTIGATION Widower—Separated^—Deserted—Divorced
Name If Father
Name of Mother
Address
Address
Religion
Religion
Nationality
Nationality
Legal Residence
Legal Residence
Age
Occupation
Age
Occupation
Where employed
■
Days per week
Hours per day
Income
Steady work
Income
Physical condition
Physical condition
CHILDREN IN FAMILY
^ame

Any at Work?

-Age

Income

OTHER SOURCES of INCOME or SUPPORT
Boarders
Paying
Relief Agencies
Rent $
Own home?
Is income at all times insufficient or is this
a temporary emergency?

Remarks upon general conditions and reasons why mother must work away from home
if children are accepted; if refused state reasons why.
Date
•
Signed
Investigator
Name of Nursery
CHILD'S CARD
Address
PREVIOUS MEDICAL HISTORY
Vaccinated
Measles
Scarlet Fever
Diptheria
Chicken-pox
Small-pox
Whooping Cough.. Typhoid
Rheumatism...... .Pneumonia
Malaria
.Chore
Otistis Media

,

.Mumps....
T. B
Operations.

PRESENT PHYSICAL CONDITION
Height
Weight
Heart
% below normal
Lungs
General Development
Glands
Condition of Eyes, Lids
Abdomen
Vision
Spine
Condition of Teeth
Orthopaedic defects
Condition of Ears
Genetalla
Nasal Passages
,i
Sign if Contagious Disease
Condition of Tonsils
Need for laboratory tests?.
Condition dt Skin
Recommendations for corrections to be made, treatment to be given or laboratory test to be
made.
Date
Signed
M. D.
SUBSEQUENT EXAMINATIONS OR CORRECTIONS
Height
Weight
Noted by Dr. or Nurse
Signed
Date
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extent on the nursery, but the daily routine
is everywhere very much the same. This
is a typical day for any day nursery.
1. Inspection of each child by nurse in
charge.
a. Babies are always bathed and are
often dressed in nursery clothes.
The
other children are bathed, and dressed in
nursery clothes If necessary.
2. Those old enough are sent to kindergarten
and school.
3. The others have a period of play, then a
nap.
4. Another period of play.
5. Hot lunch for all. (Those who are at
school and kindergarten come to the nursery.)
6. Nap for all.
7. Play (each child is allowed to select the
toy he wishes to play with.)
8. Light lunch.
9. Story telling hour.
10. Dressed in their own clothes, all ready
to go home.
Standards for Admittance
Who shall be admitted? is the next big
question. This is often very hard to decide,
especially when the number of applicants

exceeds the number of places open, and the
day nursery always tries to help those who
need it most. It does not care for children
to make it possible for the mother to go away
from home to work, but for those children
whose mothers must work away from home.
Very thorough investigation is made of conditions before any child is admitted.
In
Ohio, where day nursery work has been
carefully organized, information cards (page
189) must be filled out before a child is allowed to enter a day nursery.
This is more of an ideal than a typical
condition, but every nursery does require a
physical examination before the child can be
admitted, and some information about needs
and home conditions is insisted upon.
The problem of finance is taken care
of in various ways, but these are the ways
common to all:
1. Private subscriptions,
2. Donations.
3. Supported by a factory.
4. Charity organization.
5. Churches.
6. Entertainments by directors.
7. Tag Day.
8. Patrons. (Smallest contribution of all.)

VIRGINIA'S DAY NURSERIES
Name of
Nursery
Sunnyside
Day Nursery.

Location

Date Kstablished

No. of
Nurses

No. of
Other Employes Children

Ages Admitted No. Hours Open

30

6 months
to
8 years

60

1 month
to
12 years

By Patrons
By the City
By Entertainments
given by the
Board
Tag Day
7:00 A. M. By
By
Endowto
ment
Fund
6:00 P. M. By City

40

6 months
to
12 years

6:00 A. M. By Dan
River Cotton
to
6:00 P. M. Mills

28

6 months
to
10 years

7:00 A. M. By City
By Donat's
to
7:00 P. M. By Parents

Richmond

1920

1

1 Assistant
Nurse

Belle Bryan
Day Nurs- Richmond
ery.

1890

2

1 Matron
Assistant
Nurse part
time. 2 Matrons. 1
Maid.l Cook
1 Assistant
Nurse
Maid

Schoolfield
Day Nursery.

Schoolfield

1905

1

Norfolk
Day Nursery.

Norfolk

1900

1

Norfolk
Baptist Ch.
Day Nursery, (col.)

Norfolk

Supervised
by Nurse of 2 Practical
1920 'The Kings Nurses
Daughters'

20

3 weeks
to
7 years
..
.

How Supported

5:30 A. M.
to
6:00 P. M.

7:0h A. M. By First
to
Baptist Ch.
7:00 P. M.
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The children iarej divided into classes,
In Virginia there are seven day nurseries.
according to age and mental ability. The
The five white nurseries are:
Belle Bryan Day Nursery, Richmond, object is to help the Children attain the
'Va.; Sunnyside Day Nursery, Richmond, fullest possible development, both physical
Va.; Fulton Day Nursery, Richmond, Va. ; and mental, to guide his social relations and
Schoolfield
Day Nursery, Danville, Va.; to help him to form right habits, habits
and the Norfolk Day Nursery, Norfolk,Va. that will function in the home and in afterThe two colored nurseries are;
First life as well as in school.
The importance of this new movement
Baptist Church Day Nursery, Norfolk, Va.;
is
shown
by the fact that Columbia Univerand Miller Day Nursery, Portsmouth, Va.
sity has recently opened a department for
1
A letter was sent to each asking for in "
training teachers to meet the demands in the
formation about its work. Five of the seven
newly established school.
To the day
were heard from, and the preceding chart,
nursery or the nursery school we are looking
(page 190) summarizes the information that
to give the children of working mothers
was collected.
their birthright of intellect, care in happy
The children are given about the same wholesome surroundings, for the hope of
attention in each of the day nurseries. They tomorrow lies in the children of today.
are inspected in the morning by the day
Mary Lippard.
nurse, and the babies are bathed and dressed
in nursery clothes, if their own are not clean
and comfortable. The older children are
AFRICA MAKES PROGRESS
sent to school and kindergarten. After a
"The thing that impressed me most was
hot lunch, there is a rest period when most
of the smaller children sleep.
The after- the tremendous variety of nations,'' said Dr.
noon is given over to play. The girl scouts James Hardy Dillard, of Charlottesville,
often come and entertain the children by Va., president of the Jeans and Slater Boards,
telling them stories, reading or playing in his recent address before a mass meeting
games with them. A light lunch is usually of ministers, teachers, and farmers, held in
Ogden Hall, Hampton Institute.
served before the children go home.
"The nations differed among themselves
The work in Virginia has been growing
slowly, but as the importance of giving the more than the nations of Europe—in habits,
I was
pre-school child proper care is being stressed customsi,! language, and religion.
more and more, it is believed that every longest in Kenya, an English colony five
town in Virginia will have a day nursery, times as large as the 'State of Virginia. There
or better, a nursery school where more were at least a dozen nations and languages
in Kenya, not to speak of the differences in
stress is laid on mental development.
The national differences are
We have heretofore provided chiefly for the people.
the physical well being of the pre-school very striking.
child, but it has been found that if the child
"Another striking thing is the improveis to be truly happy, his mental side must be ment in the condition of the women. The
developed as well as the physical.
men used to do the fighting and the women
In cooperation with Professor Patty did the work. Of their own accord this has
Hill of Teachers College, Columbia Univer- stopped. This a great step forward. There
sity, a nursery school demonstration was are government workers going about showing
carried on at Manhattanville. It was very people how to raise things better. The nasuccessful. Since that time similar demon- tives raise good tobacco and cotton. In one
strations have been carried on in the Flat- country the production of cotton is growing
hurst Nursery of Brooklyn, and in the Green appreciably. England is determined to raise
House Nursery of New York, with equal her own cotton.''
success. In the Green House Nursery
Africans Seek Education
School, they have worked out a set of mental
"The
one thing that struck me on the
tests for babies..
This has not been used
way
down
the coast is the determination of
enough to get any definite results.
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the natives to have an education.
They
are going to have it. I went out in the
country and saw what the people themselves
were doing. Those people are finding out
that there is something that helps to keep
their interest; that is, education, and they
are determined to get it. Missionary students have started schools. In one school
forty or fifty students were being taught.
They were working on slates and all were
interested in my seeing their slates.
They
appreciated my interest.
"There was a native college in Africa
where the students who attend had to pass
an examination harder than any college in
America. There were seventy genuine college students, and a fine medical school is
going to be established there.
"Every child of God has to have a
chance. We simply have to go on working
to do the best we can. It is spreading the
kingdom of heaven. It means more light, the
light of education for all, and each one can
in his own humble way so do his task that
he will help this work."
Right Work the Test
Doctor DSllard was introduced by Principal J. E. Gregg of Hampton Institute as
"a friend of all men everywhere.'' Doctor
Dillard said in part "farmers have to work
hard; teachers have to work hard; but the
hardest work of all, if he does his job right,
is the preacher. Jesus Christ never did talk
about groups of people. The right thing is
to think about human beings. Think about
that individual mother, that individual father, that' individual child. Get out of the
habit of talking about groups, of putting
people into a mass.
Talk of individual
men and women.
"No calling is any higher than another
calling in a way. The difference is not the
difference in callings or work. The difference lies in the handling that you put into
the work. I cannot conceive of a farmer
doing nothing but plow his fields and care
for his crops. I cannot conceive of a teacher
teaching the children and nothing else. It
is the spirit, the attitude, that we have; and,
if your work is really preparing for the great
positions if life, we have to look out for the
way in which we do that work.
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"We must think about our relation to
others who will be affected by our work and
by our attitude. We must not think about
ourselves. The less you think about yourself
in your work the surer that work is to be
the right kind of work. Think about what
you are to do with reference to the work
itself. It must be good work."
ALMOST FIFTEEN HUNDRED
DEGREES
Over seven hundred degrees were conferred by the University of Chicago at its
recent June convention, which included 480
Bachelor's degrees in the Colleges of Arts,
Literature and Science, Commerce and Administration, and Education: 21 degrees in
the Divinity School; 60 in the Law School;
and 146 in the Graduate Schools of Arts,
Literature and Science.
At the four conventions of the academic
year 1923-24 the degree of Bachelor of
Arts, Philosophy, or Science was conferred
on 901 graduate; that of Bachelor
of Laws on 24; that of Master of Arts or
Science on 342. Six received the degree of
Bachelor of Divinity; 58 that of Doctor of
Law (J.D.) ; and 124 that of Doctor of Philosophy.
The total number of degrees conferred
for the year 1923-24 was 1,455; and the
total number during the thirty-three years
of the University's history is 19,080.
A PRESENT MENACE
As a matter of sober fact Fundamentalism
is the most sinister force that has yet attacked freedom of teaching. Attempted coercion by commercial and political interests
has never shown a tenth of the vitality and
earnestness of this menace. In the southwest
it has won sympathy and support in two
other widespread movements. As. is to be
expected in an effort that is undoubtedly religious in original Impulse but that inevitably becomes political in method and affiliations, it is used by other interests to cover
their own purposes. While a dozen or more
dismissals have occurred (two of them in
state institutions), this fact does not begin to
measure the evil effect of the movement upon
the teaching profession, and in general upon
the forces that ought to be cooperating for good
in the nation.—Joseph Villers Denney, President of the American Association of University Professors.
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THE CHALLENGE TO AMERICAN EDUCATION
An address delivered at the Washington
meeting of the National Education Association, June 29—July 4, 1924.
There can be no place better than this, no
time more opportune, no occasion more appropriate for the representatives of the school
teachers of America to renew their expressions of faith in the American system of education and to rededicate themselves to the
fulfilment of its high purposes.
If you would seek the beginnings of the
American public school you might find them
there in the cabin of the Mayflower when
the Pilgrim Fathers gave hand and seal to
that compact which established, long before
the Republic was itself created, the basis upon
which that Republic was to stand.
So far as we know there was no discussion at that time about the founding of
schools. But this we know. There can be
no hope of the successful issue of any experiment in democracy unless intelligence is
widespread among the people. So it is not
surprising that early in the colonial days
this democratic society founded the public
school.
With the development of democracy and
the increase of its problems it was inevitable
that the educational program should itself
develop and expand. In the beginning of the
last century the public school, hitherto a local
neighborhood affair with limited offerings,
found itself facing the challenge of greater
service to a young and growing Nation, whose
civic and social requirements were no longer
those of a somewhat primitive civilization.
The greater expectations of the people with
reference to the results of education were met
with a greater liberality in providing the
means of education and a larger sense of responsibility. Thus came the town, county,
city and State systems of schools, expressing
larger conceptions of responsibility and creating more nearly just methods of support.
Thus came publicly supported schools for the
training of teachers—growing in a little
more than three-quarters of a century from
the little school at Lexington with its three
pupils, to the present-day enrollment of tens
of thousands. Thus came a great system of
secondary education, expanding from a little
group of a few score in the eighteen seven-
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ties to its thousands of free public high
schools with their more than two million
students in the year that has just closed. Thus
came a chain of great tax-supported universities, the answer of the American States as to
how far they intend to go in the education
of the people. Thus came within a few
years a Nation-wide, and in part nationally
supported system of vocational education
which not only aims to aid youth in choosing and preparing for a vocation but is also
the answer to the question as to whether the
American people can and will find a way of
joining successfully State and Federal forces
in meeting a National need.
The fundamental challenge to American
education through all these years and amid
all these changes has been the same. It will
not be different in future years. The American public school, now as always, is under
express responsibility to deliver to the Republic, citizens w'ho understand and are nrepared to meet the obligations that citizenship in a Republic implies—not some of the
obligations but all of them. As American
teachers serving the American people in
schools supported by their taxes, in schools
to which they send in confidence their children we cannot and we must not forget
that the public schools in which we teach
have been established and are being maintained for the paramount purpose of providing for this Nation a citizenship—civic, individual, and social—that shall be sound in
thought and right in action. Whatever mav
be the somewhat remote and incidental obligation to help American youth to understand
its international obligations, we as American
teachers—as servants of the Republic—do
well to keep always in mind that our schools
must be National in character and National
in purpose. We have within our borders
one service of supreme importance and that
is to teach American youth the history, the
cost, and the meaning of America and her
institutions—to inculcate loyally to them and
to develop and foster the high resolve of
serving them both in time of War and in time
of peace. It is not enough, however, ro deal
in generalities. While the underlying objective of American education does not
change, it must, with the changing and expanding needs of society, encounter new challenges and find new ways of meeting them.
A foremost challenge of this day in education is that of producing citizens who respect
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knowledge, are eager in its pursuit and are
skillful in its use. It is the business of the
educational institutions to see to it that all the
truth that has been garnered by men in past
generations is conserved for the use of this
generation and passed on for the service of
succeeding ones. But that is not enough.
Not only must education conserve knowledge,
it must constantly seek new truth. It is not
best that a democratic society should seek to
standardize or to make uniform the thinking
of its citizens. America today does not need
the contented mind so much as she needs the
curious, the inquiring, and the pioneering
mind.
But even here we must not stop. A supreme challenge to American education today
is that it shall produce citizens who know
how to use and to apply fact and truth, and
fundamental principle. Groups and parties
and communities are torn and divided because there is a turning away from the scientific method of facing and settling questions
and a turning toward far less satisfactory
method. We attempt to apply tradition—
we are moved to words and to hasty action
by our emotions—we seek the weapons of
personal and class prejudice—we turn most
of all to personal, sectional and other selfish
interests, and we get as results not thoughtful, conclusive, constructive action, but high
emotional tension, hurt and sore feelings, and
wicked seeking for personal, sectional, or
class advantages. I am not debating nor proposing to debate any issue that confronts the
people. I am saying that if you and I do our
full duty the schools will produce with each
passing generation a larger number of citizens who will face their personal, civic, and
social problems in the scientific spirit and try
to solve them on the scientific basis. Therein is an educational challenge of the first
magnitude.
It is likewise a challenge to American education to produce an American citizenship
that will have a passion for justice that will
tolerate nothing less than equality before the
law and that will give no place to unworthy
discriminating distinctions as among citizens.
Whether the public school or the American Nation will succeed as a melting pot may
well be questioned. Whether they will succeed in helping people of diverse characteristics to dwell together in unity is another
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question, which must be answered in the affirmative if the Republic itself is to endure.
Mark you—there is a difference between uniformity and unity. The first is not desirable ; the second is imperative.
There
are unfortunately some of our adult fellow
citizens—in a miniority we must believe—
who seem to think that they can serve their
country by trying to array class against class,
section against section, and racial group
against racial group. These citizens are
wrong. They are denying to themselves even the highest privilege of American citizenship, that of standing each day as one believes he should stand on the issues of that
day alone. You are a free American citizen
at his best when you reserve to yourself the
privilege of standing with me when you believe I am right—and parting with me when
you believe I am wrong. The attempt to
align groups of citizens by section, by class,
by creed, by race, is wrong in principle and
utterly destructive of the highest good of the
whole. The bloc principle may be effective
in a narrow and selfish way for a limited
time. In the long run it will prove a menace to the stability of our institutions, and to
the highest development of the best ideals of
citizenship. Fellow teachers, this is true.
There are many American institutions that
stand for equality of opportunity and for the
avoidance of unfair discriminations among
men. But among them all none is or can
be so powerful as the public school. A challege therefore to it and to us is to produce
an American citizenship richer in the quality
of co-operation, quicker and more steadfast
to resist appeals that would set man against
man, readier, while it insists on the right of
each to his own opinion to grant freely the
right of the other man to his. I repeat Democracy does not imply uniformity of thought
or of action. It does imply a unity of attitude on certain fundamental things. Among
these fundamental things none is more important than that each citizen has the fundamental right to make in his own way his own
contribution to the life and culture of the
Nation so long as he does not make that
contribution to the detriment or the offense
of his fellows.
Modern education must help the modern
man to live in a modern world. That world
is vast and intricate and complex. It is also
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vivid and moving and full of spirited challenge to those of us who are privileged to
live in this age. It is not a time for the pessimist nor the prophets of despair. The world
is not a wreck and civilization is not a ruin.
It is a time, however, when nothing less than
the most thoughtful attitude must be taken
towards the youth who are to live and work
and serve in the decades just ahead. It is not
a simple primitive existence which they face.
There is almost no simplicity about it.
Political machinery is highly organized,
intricately complex and confusing. Industrial life is so complicated, the barriers around
it so difficult to scale that millions of American boys and young men stand confused before the choices they must make, with too
little help in the choosing.
The boy of
today finds his hardest task that of finding
his life work and the way into it. In such a
time education cannot be simple. It must
be rich in content, teeming with varied oportunity and extended in the length of its service. This helping the modern man to live
in a modern world—the right adjustment of
the individual to his time, is a challenge
which perhaps comprises all the rest.
The intention of the American people in
the matter is clear. It is shown in their generous appropriations of money for the support of schools.
It is shown by the great
number of young men and Women who in
teacher training institutions are preparig for
more effective service for childhood. It is
shown in the vast army of more than twenty
million young Americans, who forgetting—
if we but let them—differences of creed and
party and race, are joined in a common enterprise for themselves and for the Nat'on.
It is shown in the question recently sent to
the States from this very building in whose
shadows we meet, as to whether by constitutional amendments every child who lives between the oceans shall be guaranteed the
years of his youth for growth of body and
mind and soul.
The Nation looks forward; only as it
looks with the Nation's children. The challenge to you and to me and to the schools we
represent is that we have a vision that sees
afar, that we cultivate a strength equal to
the task set for our hands to do, and that we
have always that devotion to our Nation
that brings her our service without stint and
without limit.
Payson Smith.
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EDUCATIONAL COMMENT
CENSORSHIP ON FAITHFULNESS TO HISTORICAL
FACT
THE following resolutions were adopted
by The American Historical Association at its Annual Meeting held at Columbus, Ohio, December 27-29, 1923.
WHEREAS, there has been in progress
for several years an agitation conducted by
certain newspapers, patriotic societies, fraternal orders, and others, against a number of
school textbooks in history and in favor of
official censorship, and
WHEREAS, this propaganda has met
with sufficient success to bring about not only
acute controversy in many cities but the pasage of censorship laws in several states, therefore,
BE IT RESOLVED by the American
Historical Association, upon the recommendation of its Committee on History Teaching
in the schools and of its Executive Council,
that genuine and intelligent patriotism, no
less than the requirements of honesty and
sound scholarship, demand that textbook
writers and teachers should strive to present
a truthful picture of past and present, with
due regard to the different purposes and possibilities of elementary, secondary, and advanced instruction; that criticism of history
textbooks should therefore be based not upon
grounds of patriotism but only upon grounds
of faithfulness to fact as determined by spe-
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cialists or tested by consideration of the evidence; that the cultivation in pupils of a scientific temper in history and the related social sciences, of a spirit of inquiry and a willingness to face unpleasant facts, are far more
important objectives than the teaching of special interpretations of particular events; and
that attempts, however well meant, to foster
national arrogance and boastfulness and indiscriminate worship of National "heroes"
can only tend to promote a harmful pseudopatriotism; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that
in the opinion of this Association the clearly
implied charges that many of our leading
scholars are engaged in treasonable propaganda and that tens of thousands of American school teachers and officials are so stupid
or disloyal as to place treasonable textbooks
in the hands of children is inherently and obviously absurd; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that
the successful continuance of such an agitation must inevitably bring about a serious deterioration both of textbooks and of the teaching of history in our schools, since self-respecting scholars and teachers will not stoop
to the methods advocated.
The Committee on History Teaching in
the Schools is composed of: William E. Linglebach, Chairman, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.; Henry E. Bourne,
Western Reserve University, Cleveland,
Ohio; J. Montgomery Gambrill, Teachers
College, Columbia University, New York,
N. Y.; Daniel C. Knowlton, The Lincoln
School, 425 West 123rd St., New York, N.
Y.; Arthur M. Schlesinger, University of
Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa; Rollo M. Tryon,
University of Chicago, Chicago, 111.;! Eugene M. Violette, Lousiana State University,
Baton Rouge, La.; George F. Zook, Bureau
of Education, Washington, D. C.
EDUCATIONAL PLATFORM OF WESTERN RESERVE SOCIETY, S. A. R.
WESTERN Reserve Chapter, Sons of
the American Revolution, recognizing that the welfare of our nation
rests in an intelligent, enlightened and discerning citizenship and that the continued creation of such citizenship lies in our public
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schools, adopts the; following statement of
principles as a policy for public education
which it will support, defend and encourage:
1.—As descendants of those men whose
convictions and deeds brought our nation into being, we hold it to be the duty of our
public schools not only to venerate the memory of those heroes but to revivify and illumine the convictions for which they laid
down their lives to found a new nation dedicated to the priciples of human liberty and
opportunity. We hold that the public schools
should teach that government, in our democracy, is the servant and not the master of
a free people.
The schools should reiterate continually
the political beliefs of Washington, Jefferson,
Franklin, and Lincoln to the end that every
generation shall hold in reverence the principles of representative government, free speech,
free assembly, free press, religious liberty for
all, separation of church and state, a hatred
of governmental tyranny and the toleration of
race and creed so well exemplified later in
the thoughts and acts of Abraham Lincoln.
2.—If the political philosophy of the
founders of the American nation is not kept
alive in the hearts and minds of our citizens
the nation itself will cease to be the land of
democracy and opportunity for which our
forefathers gave u ptheir lives.
Today, no less than in the day of Washington, Franklin and Jefferson, it is the duty
of our citizens to insist upon representative
government and the rights which it is the
purpose of the Constitution to preserve as a
precious and sacred heritage; it is the duty
of citizens to examine critically the acts of
those in the service of the government and
to insist that their representatives in executive, legislative and judicial positions so act
that the nation may be venerated by its own
people and by all the world as a land of justice, tolerance, opportunity and righteousness.
The public schools, therefore, must give
close attention to history and civics with the
particular aim of developing citizens who,
by their intelligent criticism and their just
demands, by holding their representive government to strict accountability, are the
guarantee of America's material and spiritual greatness.
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3.—The public schools must give to every
child full and equal opportunity to develop
to the very limit of his individual powers and
capacities, to the end that every child may
have:
I—Sound health—mental, moral,
physical, spiritual.
II—Character, implying in addition
to principles of personal honesty and morality, a strong sense of his obligation to
the rights and legitimate welfare of his
family, his community and his country.
III—Education and training necessary to insure ability to support himself and to bear his just share of the
task of building a community which,
more and more, reflects the best ideals
of American life.
IV—Capacity for the wholesome use
of leisure time.
V—A patriotism that holds not that
America has done and can do no wrong,
but that America shall do no wrong.
4.—The public schools of our country,
confronted with one of the most momentous
tasks in all history, namely that of creating
a homogeneous population, permeated by the
ideals of such great leaders as Washington
and Lincoln, out of the millions of children
of immigrants, should have the support, financial and moral, of every citizen and tax-payer.
A sound education is the best investment for the individual, the community and
the nation. Without education the individual has no hope of successful attainment in
useful trade, business or citizenship and without an educated, critically-minded citizenry,
the future of the nation is hopeless. Hence,
every good American, while duty-bound to
hold the public schools to efficient and economical operation, must regard with suspicion
or utterly condemn those persons who carry
on a propaganda to reduce the funds available to America's public schools, a propaganda
which, in the measure that it succeeds, strikes
at the very foundations of individual and national prosperity and progress and denies to
our children their just right and heritage.
5.—A grave menace to the realization of
the principle of life, liberty and pursuit
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of happiness, as enunciated in our Declaration of Independence, lies in religious and
racial intolerance. The public schools must
seek to eliminate this intolerance, by taking as
their guiding star the philosophy of Abraham
Lincoln.
Americans must be taught to form their
estimates of one another not on the basis of
belonging to a race or a sect but on the basis
of their lives and acts as individuals. In so far
as the principle of immigration is concerned,
the public schools must hold that the nation
has a right to safe-guard itself by restricting
immigration and that such restriction must
rest on the fitness of individuals to contribute to the building of a better America.

AMERICAN EDUCATION WEEK
PREPARATION for American Education Week cannot be made too early.
The program deals with those fundamental things in education which are essentially universal. It can easily be adapted to
fit into the plans of different organizations
and communities.
Plans for proclamations by the president
of the United States, by the governors of the
various states, and by the mayors of cities
have already been made more extensively
than a year ago. Newspapers, educational
journals, and general magazines are working
on plans for special editions, articles, and
editorials. Radio program managers are
planning provisions for broadcasting talks on
education and school features.
During this week let every community
evaluate its educational resources and needs.
Let parents visit teachers and teachers visit
parents in an effort to solve the common problems of childhood. Let the week be a time
of new understanding and new vision on the
part of the entire American people of the
part that education has played, is playing,
and must play in the life of our great democracy.
» American Education Week is the one time
in all the year when the entire Nation is
called upon to dedicate itself anew to the
great task of universal education for democracy, to see and know the schools, to consider in a public way the big problems of edu-
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cation, and to join in appreciation of its
achievements.
The schools themselves have a truly remarkable opportunity to teach every boy and
girl his responsibility as a citizen to help
maintain an educational system which will
perpetuate the best in the life and ideals of
the Republic.
The following is the basic program which
has been prepared by the American Legion,
the National Education Association, and the
United States Bureau of Education. The
general slogans for the week are:
Children today, citizens tomorrow
A man of knowledge increaseth might
A sick body makes a sick mind
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 1924
Constitution
The Constitution is the bulwark of democracy
and happiness
1. Life, liberty, justice, security and opportunity.
2. How our Constitution guarantees these
rights.
3. Revolutionists, communists, and extreme
pacifists are a menace to these guarantees.
4. One Constitution, one Union, one flag, one
history.
Slogans—
Ballots not 'bullets.
Master the English language.
Visit the schools today.
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 1924
Patriotism Day
The United States flag is the living symbol of
the Ideals and institutions of our Republic
1. The red flag means death, destruction, poverty, starvation, disease, anarchy, and
dictatorship
2. Help the immigrants and aliens to become
American citizens
3. Take an active interest in governmental
affairs
4. Stamp out revolutionary radicalism
5. To vote is the primary duty of the patriot
Slogans—
America first
The red Jlag means danger
Visit the schools today
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 1924
School and Teacher Day
The teacher is the guiding influence of future America
1. The necessity of schools
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2. The teacher as a Nation builder
3. The school influence on the coming generation.
4. The school as a productive institution
5. School needs in the community
6. Musie Influence upon the Nation
Slogans—
Better-trained and) better-paid teachers,
more adequate buildings
Schools are the Nation's greatest asset
Visit the schools today
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 1924
Illiteracy Day
Informed Intelligence Is the foundation of representative government
1. Illiteracy is a menace to our Nation
2. An American's duty toward the uneducated
3. Provide school opportunity for every illiterate
4. Illiteracy creates misunderstanding
5. An illiterate who obtains only second hand
information is a tool for the radical
Slogans—
No illiteracy by 1930
Education is a godly nation's greatest
need
The dictionary is the beacon light to understanding
Visit the schools today
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 1924
Physical Education Day
Playgrounds and athletic fields mean a strong
healthy nation
1. A playground for every child
2. Physical education and health habits for all
3. Adequate parks for city. State and Nation
4. Safety education saves life
5. Encourage sane athletics for all
6. Physical education is a character builder
Slogans—
A sick body makes a sick mind
Athletics all
Visit the schools today
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 22' 1924
Community Day
Service to community, State, and Nation is
the duty of every citizen
1. Equality of opportunity in education for
every American boy and girl
2. Better rural schools
3. Adequate public library service for every
community
4. A community's concern for education measures its interest in its own future
5. Good roads build a community
Slogans—
Get acquainted icith your neighbor
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A square deal for the country boy and
girl
Children today—citizens tomorrow
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 23. 1924
For Ood and Country Day
Religion, morality, and education are necessary for good government
1. Education in the home
2. Education In the school
3. Education in the church
Slogan—
A godly nation cannot fail
Ministers of all denominations are urged to
preach a sermon education either morning
or evening. All communities are urged to
hold mass meetings. Requests for speakers
for meetings during this week should be made
to the American Legion Posts throught the
country.
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ments of pupils. At one extreme is
the inflexible uniform curriculum to be
pursued by every pupil of the high school.
At the other extreme is the practice of having
approximately as many curricula as there
are pupils in the school system.
B. L. Stanley

A DISTINCTIVE STUDY
Introduction to the Use of Standardized Tests, by Denton L. Geyer,
Chicago: The Plymouth Press. 1922. Pp.
96. 50 cents.
This little monograph is distinctive. Dr.
Geyer knows the field so Well that he is
able to select minimum essentials, and to put
them so clearly that even a beginner should
be able to use tests. His viewpoint is sound;
witness his emphasis on tests as a stimulation to child purposing — the "Progress
CURRENT EDUCATIONAL
Book" idea.
Notwithstanding the limited
PUBLICATIONS
space, he has found room for a representative list of tests, with a description of
each—and
what is more unusual, addresses—
THE BUSINESS OF CURRICULUM
for a chapter on "home-made" tests, and
MAKING
for a common sense treatment of statistics.
Curriculum Making in Secondary Schools,
Katherine M. Anthony
by John Addison Clement. New York: Henry
Holt and Co. 1923. Pp. 534. $2.00.
ADULT READERS
This treatise on curriculum making is
Introduction to the Use of Standardized
designed for use in the classroom, both for Tests, by enton L. Geyer, Chicago: The Plymgraduate and undergraduate students.
The outh Press. 1922. Pp. 96. 50 cents.
book is divided into three parts, each of
These books are intended for adults
which is a unit in itself. The feature makes learning to read, especially immigrants.
it possible to use any one of the three parts Book One is divided into two parts, the
as a beginning point of departure in the first 4eaIing with the experiences airound
course. The several questions outlined, at the home, and the second with the new
the beginning of each chapter afford an ex- citizen's larger life in the community. Book
cellent opportunity for extensive research Two enlarges this experience and deals with
and information.
natonal citizenship. Book One is encycloThe author's main thesis is that the core pedic at the first, reminiscent of the foreign
of secondary school curricula should be language grammars where the sentences
primarily social. This implies that social were so patently a device for using
studies and social objectives should constitute the words. Toward the middle of the book
a considerable part of a pupil's curriculum. the style improves, although it is never strikSubject matter should be justified on the ingly good. The content is valuable from
ground that it functions vitally in one way the first and the vocabulary is so well chosen
or another in the lifetime experience of the that one knows that the author has first
pupil. The author has assembled some of the hand experience with the Americanization
While the books are intended
principles, problems, and practices bearing problem.
upon the business of curriculum making in primarily as readers, they contain much
secondary schools. The book shows that practical arithmetic, geography, language
there is a great variation of practice relative and grammar, spelling, and civics.
Katherine M. Anthony.
to the type of curricula, and to the require-
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FOR "STUNT NIGHT*
Helena Smith Dayton and Louise Bascom Barrett, authors of A Book of Enter
tainments and Theatricals, have recently been
putting into practice the theories expressed
in that entertaining volume.
The recent
performance in New York of the Annual
Show of the Society of Illustrators was pro*
duced largely under their direction and several of the sketches and tableaux were written by them. The Book of Entertainments
and Theatricals, (Robert M. McBride and
Co.) has now gone into its second edition.
NUMBER GAMES
Primary Number Projects., by Rosamund Losh and Ruth Mary Weeks. Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Company. 192 pages.
This little book is full of suggestive number projects for the first two years of primary life. Beginning with the very simple
number verses selected from nursery rhymes
and suitale for use with the windergarten
child, the material gradually leads on to
small number jrojects developed through
school activities.
The book is full of interesting number
games and should be helpful for reference
in the teaching of primary number.
Mary E. Cornell
FOR USE AT THE POOL
George H. Corsan, whq is called the
world's greatest swimming instructor, is actively engaged in the publication of a book
entitled "The Swimming Book," which will
be published this summer (A. S. Barnes and
Company.) Mr. Corsan has traveled from
Maine to California instructing men, women,
and children in the art of swimming and
diving. He believes thoroughly that drowning accidents are unnecessary and that every
one should be taught how to swim. His
motto is "Paddle your own canoe, but first
learn how to swim." His new book will be
profusely illustrated with drawings and reproductions of photographs, and the directions are so clear and understandable that
anyone who can read may learn to swim by
simply following them and observing the
illustrations.
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American Poetry, edited by A. B. de Mille.
New York; Allyn and Bacon. 1923. Pp.
417. ?1.00.
Sixty-four American poets are variously
represented by from one selection to sixteen.
Authors are listed chronologically; living
authors occupy about 40 of the 253 pages of
poetry. There is a capable introduction with
suggestions for the study of poetry, a historical outline of the development of American poetry, and a discussion of oral work
in studying poetry.
The book is adequately illustrated, both
with portraits of the authors and with scenes
to interpret the spirit of the poems.
The collection Is designed especially to meet
the requirements of the College Entrance
Board for the study of American poetry in
high schools.
Child Accounting, by Arthur B. Moehlman,
Detroit: Courtis Standard Tests. 1924. Pp.
204. $1.85.
This relatively new phrase, "child accounting," is explained as including the recording of
all activities, instructional and executive,
that are necessary in keeping the essential
records of the Individual child during his
school life. Various child accounting forms are
illustrated. These forms are designed to permit of adequate and cumulative records for the
whole of the child's school life.
Story Plays, by Louise C. Wright, New York:
A. S. Barnes an Company. 1923. Pp. 127.
$1.60.
Story plays are a device for involving
children in bodily exercises by appealing to
the imagination. This volume presents more
than a hundred such games and plays, some
based on seasons, some demanding imitation
or impersonation of industrial activities, or
correlating with language work, or suitable
for special holiday occasions.
Fundamentals of House Wiring, by George
A Willoughby. Peoria, 111:
The Manual
Arts Press. 1924. Pp. 67. $1.00.
Written as a textbook for electrical construction classes in schools, the practicability
of the presentation is assured in the statement
that it contains just what a man would want
to help him in wiring his own house or garage
or summer cottage.
Orator Latinus, by A. P. Gyser, New York:
Allyn and Bacon. 1924. Pp. 97. $1.00.
Popular selections for public delivery, presented in both English and Latin. An anthology of elocution selections, this book is
divided into orations, dramatic scenes, and
odes.
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NEWS OF THE COLLEGE AND
ITS ALUMNAE
INKLINGS
The first days in June always pass
swiftly as examinations rush by, as the Senior play comes on with its inevitable accompaniment of rain, and as the commencement
exercises pass on to the morning when everybody, in high glee, rises early to take buses
and trains, off for the summer vacation.
Follows a week of cleaning up when the
campus is deserted except by those in the
administrative offices, the cleaners, and
grass cutters. Then comes summer school
with its hundreds of students, and work begins all over again. The campus is as busy
as ever—even busier.
The fifteenth commencement program at
Harrisonburg ended Tuesday evening, June
10. Former Senator Floyd W. King, of
Clifton Forge, was the principal spfeaker.
Mr. King was a member of the first board
of visitors of this institution and, as President Duke said in introducing him, the
present success of the Harrisonburg Teachers College rests largely upon the farsighted plans made by that first board. Mr.
King's theme was individual responsibility
and the intangible rewards coming to the
individual who accepts his responsibility.
President Duke conferred the Bachelor
of Science degree upon sixteen young women who had completed four years of work,
specializing in home economics; the two-year
certificate was granted to 157 students.
Dr. Hi A. Converse, Registrar, announced the merit roll of honor students
of the two-year courses:
Emma Graham Dold, Buena Vista; Mary
Almyra Lacy, Oak Park; Bertha May McCollum, Danville; Margaret Rose Ritchie,
Petersburg, and Carolyn Isabel Wine, San
Antonio, Texas.
Graduates of the four-year course leading to the Bachelor of Science degree who
made the highest standing during the four
years, were, in the order of merit:
Lila Lee Riddell, Dumbarton; Anna
Seaton Cameron, Newport News, and Celia
Pearl Swecker, Monterey.
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The merit roll for the third quarter,
1923-24, was as follows:
Magna Cum Laude, Carolyn Isabel Wine,
San Antonio, Texas; Cum Laude, Thelma
Louise Eberhart, Norfolk; Bertha May McCollum, Danville; Barbara Christine Swartz,
Danville; Margaret Rose Ritchie, Petenourg;
Emma Graham Dold, Buena Vista; Hattie
Jacobson, Portsmouth; Mary Almyra Lacy,
Oak Park; Carolyn Virginia Weems, Ashland, Anna Seaton Cameron, Newport
News; and Lila Lee Riddell, Dumbarton.
Dr. John W. Wayland, head of the
ihistory department, announced the a,ward
of the Dingledine prize of ten dollars to
Margaret Ritchie of Petersburg for having
written the best senior essay. The successful effort was ''A Stylebook for The Breeze/'
Those whose essays received honorable mention were:
Emma Dold, Buena Vista—"The Vital
Relationship of Latin to Practical Life;"
Kate May Dunivin, Harrisonburg — "Political Development in France, lySg-tbyS;"
Susie Clay Geoghegan, Danville—"The Value of Art Education in the Public Schools;"
Lucille Fisher Keeton, Lawrenceville—
"Shakespeare's Place in the High School
Course of Study;" Grace Katherine Luck,
Ashland—"Thomas Nelson Page;" Eleanor
L. Pendleton, Wytheville—"Mount Vernon
and the Washingtons Since 1800;" Elizabeth Firebaugh Rolston, Mt. Clinton—
"Should the One-Act Play Be Studied in
High School;" Rebecca Elizabeth Spitzpr,
Hinton—" 'On' an Old Attic in the Valley
of Virginia;' Clara Evelyn Tiller—"The
Moral Training of Children in the Elementary Grades;" Sadie Stuart Williams, Afton
—"Moral and Ethical Training in the
Schools."
The Snyder Prize, named for an editor
of the Harrisonburg Daily-News who was
secretary of the first Normal School Board
until the time of his death, is awarded annually by the Breeze staff for the best article written by a student and published
during the academic year. Conrad T. Logan, head of the English department, announced this award, conferring the prize on
Emily Hogge, of Hornsbyville, York County,
who wrote an editorial, "Back Home to
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Mother," for the Breeze of Dfecember 15,
1923. Madeline Bishop, of Hampton, was
given special mention for her work, "The
Magic Pool" being an unusually clever article.
The summer enrollment fell slightly
below that for the first term last summer.
From newspaper reports it appears that the
same thing has been true at most of the
summer schools in the state. The enrollment at Harrisonburg for the first term
was only a little in excess of 780, but indications are that the enrollment for the
second term of the summer school (July 28
to August 29) will be somewhat larger than
the enrollment for the same period last year.
The summer session began on June 21
and the severe heat of those opening days
was most acceptably modified by the presence of a summer breeze. In the first issue
of The Summer Breeze appeared the schedule of classes, a letter of welcome from
President Duke, an outline of the scheme of
registration, a map showing the arrangement of buildings on the campus, and news
articles, including an account of commence"
met, written by Margaret Leavitt, editor of
the 1924-25 Breeze.
The staff of the Summer Breeze, which
will be issued brweekly through the summer quarter consists of the following: Margaret M. Herd, Richmond, editor; Jerrine
Patterson, Danville, assistant editor; Winniefred Price, BLacksburg, business manager;
Mary F. Jackson, Lynchburg, assistant business manager; Lois Barnes, Petersburg,
circulation manager and the following re
porters: Dorothy Clark, Onancock; Lucy
Harris, Augusta County; Marion 1. Smith,
Lancaster County; Evelyn Coffman, Harrisonburg; Blanche Meadows, Clifton Forge;
Margaret Lacy, Halifax County; Hilda
Warren, Rockbridge County; Fay Thompson, Rockbridge County; Eliabeth Thompson, Fauquier County; and Ernest Bowman,
Rockingham County.
This summer, for the first time, a
student government council has been organized in an effort to put problems of discipline under the control of a representative
group of students in much the same manner
as that employed in the regular session.
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Members of the student government council
for the summer session are Margaret M.
Herd, Richmond, president; Winniefred
Price, Blacksburg; Mary F. Jackson, Lynch"
burg; Lois, Barnes, Petersburg; Margaret
Lacy, Halifax County; Kathleen Moffett,
Fauquier County; Elizabeth Thompson,
Fauquier County; Eunice Lambert, Rockingham County; Vivian Price, Blacksburg.
A summer Y. W. C. A. has been organized, with Winniefred Price as president,
Marion 1. Smith as treasurer, and Elizabeth
Harley as chairman of the social committee.
Under Miss Price's direction, the Y. W.
C. A. entertained new students and old at
a stunt night the evening of June 21 in the
open air auditorium. There were numerous
games and much good fun. It is true, the
Y. W. "said it with bricks'' instead of
flowers—but the bricks were ice cream.

ALUMNAE NOTES
Sidney Artz has just returned to her home
at Woodstock from a trip to Gettysburg.
She reports a most interesting series of experiences.
Katherine Reaguer writes from her home
at Culpeper, where she is enjoying the summer vacation.
Estelle Baldwin (Mrs. Cornette) with
her husband drove through the country from
Roanoke recently and) stopped for a brief
visit on Blue-Stone Hill.
Genoa Swecker (Mrs. John Slaven),
Martha Eagle, Lona Pope, and several more
of our girls may be found at home among
the green slopes and in sound of the rippling
waters at Doe Hill. Celia Swecker was a
recent visitor there. She is going to teach
next year in Arlington County.
Mary Wallace Buck (Mrs. George D.
Rowe, of Baltimore) and her husband announce the birth of George Davis Rowe,
Jr., on May 14.
Sara Monroe passed through Harrisonburg not long ago on her way to her home
in Loudoun from Roanoke, and left a word of
greeting.
Janet Farrar and Mary Davis took a boat
at Cleveland and started home to Virginia
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by way of Duluth and Milwaukee. We STUDENTS' FEES PAY SMALL PART
OF COST
hope they will reach Harrisonburg before
the summer is over.
Not less than $10,000,000 is required adAmy Garthright is managing a Y. W. C. equately to endow a modern medical school,
A. camp in the Blue Ridge mountains eleven and double or treble that sum is not too
miles from Lynchburg. She is thinking ser- much if the school is to include in its scope
iously of returning to Harrisonburg for two all the specialties of medicine and surgery,
more years.
according to Dr. E. D. Burton, president
Mrs. Charles T. Riser is teaching this of Chicago University. The days have long
summer at Wilmington College, Ohio. She gone by in which a group of physicians
reports a good time.
could supplement their income by conducting
From the Peabody Reflector for June we a medical school for pecuniary profit.
glean these facts :
Besse L. Lay (B. S. 1922, Peabody), is
It is not the critic who counts; not
teaching home economics in the Montgomery
the man who points out how the
County High School, Montgomery, Ala.
strong man stumbled, or where the doer
Margaret S. Seebert (B. S. 1922, Peaof deeds could have done them better.
body), is teaching science in the Cloverdale
The credit belongs to the man who is
High School, Montgomery, Ala.
actually in the arena, whose face is
Eva Duvall (Mrs. E. O. Smith) lives at
marred by dust and sweat and blood;
Alexandria, but still thinks of the Shenanwho strives valiantly; who errs and
doah Valley, especially in the long days of
comes short again and again, because
summer.
there is no effort without error and
shortcoming; who does actually strive
On May 25 Zelma WagstafE became the
to do the deeds; who knows the great
wife of Mr. Frederick A. Stanley, at Reidsenthusiasms, the great devotions, spends
ville, N,. C.
himself in a worthy cause; who at the
On June 26 Louise Houston married Mr.
best knows in the end the triumph of
James P. Alexander, the ceremony taking
high achievement, and who at the
place in New Providence Church, in Rockworst, if he fails, at least fails while
bridge County.
daring greatly, so that his place shall
Nancy Mosher sends a message of greetnever
be with those cold and timid
ing and good wishes from Blue Ridge, N. C.,
iouls
who
know neither victory nor dewhere she and several others of our girls
feat.
went a month or two ago to spend a season of
—Theodore Roosevelt.
special study.
REFERENCE and LENDING LIBRARY
FOR AMERICAN TEACHERS
The largest and most complete library of
strictly educational literature in America is
maintained by the United States Bureau of
Education at Washington. Th:<: library is
administered as a central reference and
lending collection for the teachers and the
educators of the United States. Its bibliographers supply information to investigators
of technical educational subjects.
On request the library yvill give information and
advice regarding methods of organization, administration, cataloging, classifying, etc., for
educational libraries and educational book
collections.

OUR CONTRIBUTORS
EDNA SCOTT DRAPER received her B. S. degree from the Harrisonburg State Teachers
College in June of this year. At present
she is taking some special work at Blacksburg looking to work as a Demonstration
Agent in this State. Her home is in Charlottesville.
REBECCA SPITZER will finish her work for
the State Teachers College diploma in August. She expcts to teach this coming winter.
MARY EIPPARD is likewise a B. S. graduate
from the State Teachers College at Harrisonburg who expects to do Demonstration
Work, but whose field will be in North Carolina.
PAYSON SMITH is the State Commissioner of
Education, Boston, Mass.
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"Enjoy Your Summer'i Work in
Vacation Land"

New York University
Summer School

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
TWENTY-FOURTH
ANNUAL. SUMMER SESSION

JULY 7—AUGUST 15, 1924
The Summer School oilers persona in
the service of education throughout the
country,—teachers, principals,, supervisors, and administrators,—an opportunity
to participate in the significant forward
steps now being taken by the School of
Education of New York University.
The degrees of the School of Education, both baccalaureate and graduate,
may be earned in the Summer School.
Many members of the faculty of the
School of Education are found on the
teaching staff of the Summer School.
In effect, the department of education
of the Summer School constitutes a special term of the School of Education.
For complete information, write for
the bulletin. Address
DR. JOHN. W. WITHERS
Director of Summer School and Dean
of the School of Education, New
York University.
32 Waverly Place, New York City

George Peabody
College for Teachers
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
Offers a great variety of courses for
students studying for the Bachelors,
Master's, or Doctor's degree as well as
special work for mature, unclassified
students. Our second dormitory is now
almost complete and work is going forward on our half million dollar demonstration school. We are increasing
our plant, our equipment, and our faculty as rapidly as possible so that we
may better train you to serve the South
as teachers.
May we have the pleasure of sending
your catalogues?
Summer Quarter
First term, June 9—July 19
Second term, July 21 —August 29

v

JUNE 30 to AUGUST 8
Address: J. S. Stevens,
Director Summer Session,
Orono, Maine.
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SUMMER I SCHOOL
1924
University of Akron, Akron, Ohio
For Teachers, Prospective Teachers and
College Students
Courses leading to the completion of
the two-year plan; the three-year plan;
and the degree in education. Regular
courses leading to degrees in College of
Liberal Arts. Graduate courses leading
to the Master's Degree. Special courses
for those interested in platoon schools.
Departments Ollerlng Work
Mathematics Political Science Education
Methods
Psychology
Spanish
Sociology
Biology
Art
English
Music
History
For catalog address DEAN W. J. BANKES
Direstor of the Summer School

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
UNIVERSITY. VA.
EDWIN A. ALDERMAN, LL.D., President
Following Departments are Represented!
The College
The Departmest of Graduate Studies
The Department of Law
The Department of Medicine
The Department of Engineering
The Department of Education
The Summer Session
Free tuition to Virginia students in the
Academic Departments.
Loan funds
available. Ail other expenses reduced to
a minimum. For catalog or information
concerning the University of Virginia,
Address the Registrar

The College of William and Mary
FOR MEN AND WOMEN
Supported by the State of Virginia for
the benefit of all the people. First-class
training at the least possible cost.
Regular COLLEGE COURSES leading
to Bachelor and Master degrees, or
SPECIAL COURSES in Teacher Training, Home Economics, Pre-Medlcal, PreEngineering, Law, Business Administration, Commerce, Finance, et cetera.
Write for particulars to:
THE COLLEGE OF WILLIAM & MARY,
WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA.
H, L. Bridges,
J- A, C. Chandler,
Registrar
President
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THE VIRGINIA TEACHER
"TlewXlPoijcli,
thousands of them spelled,
pronounced,and defined iru

Attention of Teachers
WE SPECIALIZE IN PLAYGROUND
EQUIPMENT,
GYMNASIUM.
A1ND
ATHLETIC GOODS. MORE SCHOOLS
ARE DEVELOPING PLAYGROUNDS.
A PROMINENT EDUCATOR HAS
SAID "MORE PLAY GROUNDS LESS
PLAGUEGROUNDS." WE ALSO CARRY A EULL LINE OP ALL SCHOOL
SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT.
KINDERGARTEN AND PRIMARY
SUPPLIES.
CHURCH FURNITURE AND SUNDAY SCHOOL EQUIPMENT.
FURNITURE AND EQUIPMENT FOR
VOCATIONAL TRAINING.
DRAWING SUPPLIES, CRAYONS AND
ART SUPPLIES.
BEST OF SCHOOL SUPPLIES FOR
SCHOOLS AND INSTITUTIONS OF
LEARNING. ANY SPECIAL CATALOG
MAILED UPON REQUEST.
WRITE
US TODAY.
Virginia School Supply Co.
Richmond, Va.

Every

Webster's New
International Dictionary
Th.o
Get the
Supremo
SHuthoriUJ^
"Best
Here are
a Few Samples :
broadcast sippio
agrimotor
overhead
Ruthene
capital ship
Esthonia
rotogravure
hot pursuit
Fascista
aerial cascade
Blue Cross
altigraph
junior college
Devil Dog
Flag Day
Cz echo-Slovak
megabar
Red Star
mystery ship
plasraon
|9| mud gun
abreaction
shoneen
paravane
Riksdag
Air Council
Federal Land Bank
Is this Storehouse
of Information
m
Serving Yoa?
2700 pages
6000 illustrations
407,000 words and pKrases
_
Gazetteer and Biographical Dictionary
Write for a sample page of the New Words, specimen
of Regular and India Papers, Fhee.
G. & C. MERRIAM COMPANY, Springfield, Mass., U.S.A.

Teacher's

Problems

By William E. Stark, Superintendent of Schools, Hackensack, N. J.
The most important problems which bothers teachers—241 problems—have here
been collected by a superintendent of long experience. More than sixty of them
are worked out, not didactically but just as earnest, thoughtful teachers work them
out by trial and error, by experiment, by co-operative study. The problems cover
the whole range from kindergarten to high school. There are problems of discipline, of curriculum, of method, of economy of time, of professional growth, and of
relationship with supervisors, principals, parents, and other teachers.
This is one of the two hooks on which the reading course examination of IQ24.
for the renewal of certificates will be based;
Webster's Dictionaries
These dictionaries are marked by breadth of scholarship, grasp of essentials, precision of definition, ease of reference, clearness of typography
not found in other school dictionaries. Webster's Secondary School Dictionary; Webster's Elementary School Dictionary; Webster's Shorter School
Dictionary.

New York

AMERICAN
Cincinnati

BOOK
Chicago

COM PA NY
Boston

Atlanta
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Your Shoe Needs

EAT MORE

w
Wl
1

Will be easily solved if you bring
your problems to us. Comfortable,
pleasing in design and colors,

Imperial 1
The Cream of All Ice Creams

we have them for all occasions.
Manufactured in

FURNITURE, RUGS, SHADES
LUGGAGE, UMBRELLAS

Harrisonburg, Va.

X

and sold by all leading Ice Cream
dealers throughout the
Shenandoah Valley

William B. Dutrow Company
75 South Main Street
Opposite New Virginia Theatre

Stimulate

Your Business

With Printing That Brings Results

One of the most practical ways to stimulate your business
is to send out an attractive piece of printing in the shape of
a letter or display circular, booklet, folder, mailing card, blotter,
etc. Now, if you want Printing that will leave an impression
and produce results, let us know your wants. We specialize
in giving you what you want when you want it.

ROCKINGHAM PUBLISHING COMPANY
COMMERCIAL PRINTERS

HARRISONBURG, VA.

vin
"3':! t".
■ ■f 'V,.' ■

i t*V! ■:.

THE VIRGINIA TEACHER

E PROTECT YOU. We are big enough to take care of your wants.
* ' If you see anything advertised by any firm in the Valley of Virginia,
we believe we can furnish it for the same price—or less. Send us the advertisement and we will see that you get it thru t> XTT7V
CrVPvTC
our Mail Order Department. Write us for prices
-IN -tb * oC oVJIN ij
and samples. Special prices to the Faculty and Normal Students H aiT Is O lib UT 12 • Va •

DENTIST
Harrisonburg

Pe

Virginia

m
E
i •;

Dr. Walter T. Lineweaver
DENTIST

DR. W. H. BAUGHER

THE

. >

kum twl \:
]J ' j'l

DEAN STUDIO
HARRISONBURG, VA.

PHOTOGRAPHS
Films developed and printed
BURKE & PRICE
Fire Insurance
Harrisonburg, Va.
National Bank Bldg.

• i' i.f'laf l I
Th;-!: i";
.
:

Phone 16

E. R. MILLER, M. D.
PRACTISE LIMITED TO
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
Second Floor Sipe Build'g
J Office 416
Oppo. First National Bank
rnones ^ i^es>4i6M
CTRICTLY pure drugs and medicines, Whitman's supreme candies, finest soda water
and sundaes, dainty perfumes, elegant face
powders and all toilet articles. We handle only
reliable goods and sell them at fair prices—
which is less than some places ask for inferior
goods. Call at Avis' Drug Store. Phone41.

i?
>il
iM'T 1

Architects

Contractors

W. M. Bucher& Son
. I ! j' M
Mr- '
hifflBJ < :p.
■M :N |l:
I*

Mnf'r.
is I; i''

Contractors for the
Normal School Buildings
Telephone 142

Harrisonburg, Va.

BuMinB8ank
PHONES } Hmu«—85-M

HARRISONBURG. VA.

PARCEL

POST

The Parcel Post has enabled us to
deliver to your door any drug store
article at little or no cost promptly.
The L. H. OTTDRUG CO., Inc.
The Rexall Store
Bell Phone 45

Harrisonburg, Va.

Get Acquainted
With Our Shoes and Our Service
YAGER'S, The Arch Preserver Shoe Store
Nicholas Book Company
(Successors to P. F. Spitzer)
Phone 265 L
56 S. Main Street
Harrisonburg, Virginia
\ r • • ^ our store for dresses, coats,
V loll capes,suits,hats, and everything in dry goods, trimmings, etc.
WISE'S, East Market Street
S. BLATT
FINE MERCHANT TAILOR
CLEANING, DYEING, PRESSING
East Market Street
Harrisonburg, Va.

THE VIRGINIA TEACHER

Quality Tells
Price Sells
Tlie store that personally guarantees the
Toilet Articles
it sells. Only the brands that have
proven sufficient merits are
sold here.
WILLIAMSON'S
Main and Water Sts.
Harrisonburg's Best Pharmacy

JOS. NEY & SONS CO.
The Best Department Store in

Day by day in every way
The Brunswick Phonographs
and Records
are getting better and better
Get them from
Coiner-Burns Furniture Company
HARR1SONBURG
VIRGINIA

The Sta-Klene Store

HARRISONBURG, VA.

D. C. DEVIER
Reliable Jeweler
Harrisonburg, Virginia

A complete line of Fancy
Groceries, Fruits and
Vegetables
LINE WEAVER BROS., Inc.
Phones 122 & 195

-

Harrisonburg, Va.

Your Prosperity is Important to This Bank

We want every member of this community to prosper.
Even though you may do no business with us direct, your
prosperity is an advantage to the community and consequently
to us.
If we can help, with advice or service, please remember that
we are cheerfully at your command.
You may correctly count us TOUR FRIEND.

The Rockingham National Bank
Harrisonburg, Virginia

TEE VIRGINIA TEACHER

The State Teachers College
Harrison

burg,

Virginia

(Formerly The State Normal School for Women)
IN THE SHENANDOAH VALLEY
Note;

On February 13, Governor Trinkle signed Senate Bill 121 which changed
the name of the Normal School to that of Teachers College.

Regular Session 1924-1925

Summer Term 1924

One year course for Elementary Certificates

Review Courses for ist and 2nd grade

Two year courses for Professional Certificates.
Four year course for B. S. degree and
Professional Collegiate Certificate.
COURSES FOR TEACHERS
of

certificates (both terms)
Courses for renewal of certificates
Courses for Elementary Certificates
Primary Grades
Grammar Grades

Kindergarten and Primary Grades
Grammar Grades
High Schools and Junior High Sschools
Smith-Hughes supported Home
Economics Department for specialists
in this field
Special Departments of Music and
Expression
Student Service Scholarships

Regular Professional College Courses
Special and Advanced Courses in Home
Economics
Open to both men and women
While improving your professional

Loan Funds

equipment, enjoy a summer in the

Early registration advised

mountains.

Member American Association of Teachers Colleges
For further particulars apply to SAMUEL P. DUKE, President.

